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noTe From The direcTor
The Writers’ Slate          Winter 2015

The Writers’ Slate is published by The Writing Conference, Inc., and features some of 
our nation’s top quality writing by students, kindergarten through 12th grade. The 
national journal is published three times a year, including one issue filled with award-
winning prose and poetry. The publication is available online. 

The editor invites original, creative, and expository writing by students in kindergarten 
through 12th grade. Book reviews of children’s or young adult literature written by 
students are also welcome. Educators are also encouraged to submit article ideas for 
feature article consideration.

The deadline for the winter issue is January 15. The deadline for the fall issue is June 
15.

Please submit all entries electronically to: johnfranklin@writingconference.com

Submissions should clearly indicate:
• writer’s name
• school’s name
• writer’s teacher
• city and state
• grade level
• contact information (email address and phone number)
• category or genre (poetry, exposition, or fiction)

Due to the number of submissions, the editor will typically respond only to 
submissions that have been accepted for publication. Submission will not be returned. 
The editor reserves the right to edit manuscripts for clarity, style, and according to 
space limitations.

John H. Bushman, Director
The Writing Conference, Inc.
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leTTer From The ediTor
Winter, 2015

 As ever, it has been a pleasure editing The Writers’ Slate. This specific edition features 
writers from Baldwin, Kansas, to Shanghai, China, and back round again. As with previous 
issues I am struck by the quality of the writing we publish; our poets and authors have every 
right to be proud of their accomplishment, as should be their family, friends and teachers.
 
 A particular pleasure for this issue has been the opportunity to work with Lois Ruby. 
Our interview, I believe, speaks directly to those writers whose words you may here read, as 
well as those readers who should consider writing words for me to read in consideration of 
future publication. Remember:  the deadline for the Fall issue is June 15.

 Finally, as ever, our Assistant Editor/Intern Jessica Lucas has worked diligently, 
energetically and professionally to make us all look good. Her reward is that she gets to edit 
our next issue—keep your eye out for it in April.

John Franklin
English Department
Pittsburg State University
Pittsburg, Kansas
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Sally Shafik
Harold M. Braithwaite
Brampton, Canada
9th Grade

Refugee

We are demolished
   Never will anyone say
     That we have hope
      The truth is
         We lie on frigid, frosty, frozen ground
           Thinking that
             “This freedom is filth and rubbish”
                 But that’s what other people say
                   Countable food crumbs lie on soil that’s not ours
                     But we don’t want more
                      The hollowness in our stomachs  
                         Like a black hole in space
                           Children. Play.
                             Asking about their parents everyday
                               Behind their genuine smiles
                                 Is where the good ol’ days lay
                                   The music we here everyday
                                     Boom. Clap.
                                      Grenades being fired miles away
                                         But our hearts are still there 
                                           And our souls lie lifelessly here
                                             Even though our dreams were crushed
                                               And we live in remains
                                                On thousands of miles
                                                  Infinity of soldiers is nothing
                                                   Compared to how vigorous we are 
                                                     People thought we gave up
                                                       This might feel like a living nightmare
                                                         We have to get what we want
                                                            It’s too late to look back…
                                                               Nope, we are going to change our world
                                                                  We can’t do that!
                                                                     Unless we turn things around
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Kyrstin Montpas
Flushing High School
Flushing, Michigan
10th Grade

I Just Want to 
Sleep

I’m tired.
Constantly
Feeling like I just want to sleep
Endlessly
Taking almost an hour
Or more
Just to get out of bed
Every.
Single.
Morning.
I. am. tired.
It’s not the normal case of 
Not wanting to get up yet.
It’s more of wanting to hide from
Your own life.
Like your bed is telling you
“Stay here
You’re safe here
No stress or worries, my dear
You are alive and warm.
Stay here and stay that way.”
So,
I stay there
Drowning in the blankets
Instead of anxiety.
I know I can’t stay forever
But I’ll stay for as long as I can
I’m asked why I’m always late or
Why I look so drained
All I can say is
I’m tired
I can’t help it.
I’m sorry.
I’m just extremely tired.
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Stella Jorgenson
Chimacum School Pi Program
Chimacum, Washington
6th Grade

Stone Girl

I am near you, but you do not see me.
I yell, but you fail to hear my voice. 
An outsider.
Watching, from a distance.  
Alone. 

But I am Stone Girl.
It takes a hammer to crack me.
Maybe, you would notice me then.
Maybe, you would see the crystal inside.
You do not see it, but it is there, hidden.

But I am Stone Girl. 
An outsider.
You do not notice or hear my voice.
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Break through the wall in the morning, 
waking up early and being tired
having to take showers and get ready
brushing your teeth and go on your way.

Break through the wall of bullying,
not letting bullies tear you down
getting back up and standing your ground
becoming the bigger person and walking away.

Break through the wall of school,
long hours of siting in class
trafficking through people in hallways
returning home after it all with homework in your bag.

Break through the wall of pressure,
people forcing you to do things
people molding you into something you aren’t 
making you help them when they don’t deserve it.

Break through the wall of hate,
not letting it control you and ruin your life
never letting other people’s hate sad 
not letting it destroy you nor your loved ones.

Break through the wall of depression 
stopping it from harming you
not letting it consume your world.
fixing it rather than putting on a mask.

Break through the wall of cowardice,
not going for something cause you’re scared,
holding on to your dreams to do things you never deemed possible
never letting anything pass you by.

Spencer Chappell
Flushing High School
Flushing, Michigan
10th Grade

Break Through the Wall
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Daniel Hitz
Point Defiance Elementary School
Tacoma, Washington
4th Grade

Twin Flame

A mural, an image.

A candle flame.

A twin flame melting

wax. Stuck in a colorful

glass cage. Corks on the

side and strings.

Weather

Water rising in the air

crystals forming

down below

clear little crystals

left behind

water moving through the air

falling down to the ground.

Twin 
Flame

Weather
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School 
Thanksgiving

Jacob McCullough
Flushing High School
Flushing, Michigan
10th Grade

Today’s the day
Ticket in hand
Kids playing

Laughter in the air

Waiting for parents to arrive
Teachers scrambling

Glitter flying
Madness in the lunchroom

Scents fill the halls
Muddy sneakers
Teachers’ candles

The Food

The guests arrive 
We are shown to our gum littered tables

Styrofoam trays placed before us
Line upon line of one kid and their mom

It’s time
Turkey and cranberry sauce

Corn and sweet potato
Rolls and ice cold milk

That mushy stuff no one eats

It’s fun
It’s chaotic

It’s my childhood
It’s Thanksgiving at school.
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Michelle Chung
Shanghai American School
Shanghai, China
12th Grade

New Experiment

With a book clutched tightly in his hand,
the man hurried through the night,
pausing only to glance at the sky.
“Can’t judge a storm by looking at the clouds,” he muttered.
Holding out a finger, he tested the wind.
Lightning flashed. He counted the seconds.
“It’s here.”
He let the wind take his kite away.
Holding on to the silk string,
He waited.
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I only like poetry
When soft, slow music is being played in the background,
When the writer reads their best work you can relate to,
When a happy out comes from sadness,
When it’s not a mystery puzzle.

I only like poetry
When I’m in English class learning a different technique,
When it’s on a holiday card,
When making a silly rap,
When poetry is expressed through music.

I only like poetry
When I’m attending a poetry/comedy club,
When it’s extremely creative,
When it has great description, 
When someone telling their story.

I only like poetry 
When I don’t write it, 
When the sun and moon are touching,
When the sky is falling,
When the ground uplifts.
 
When babies never cry. 
When people stop complaining.

I only like poetry when
The world’s at peace.
Violence stops.
Homeless people aren’t.
Wars are over
People stop killing others

I will only like poetry when the whole world smiles at the same time.

Laquwonda McGee
Flushing High School
Flushing, Michigan
10th Grade

I Only Like 
Poetry
When
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Catherine Fleet
Orange County School of the Arts
Santa Ana, California
12th Grade

Parisian 
Fools

I once read a book about Paris,
where you can wander the streets like a stray dog
and always find your way back home.
The cobblestone streets are imperfect and
littered with memories.
Cafés line the street and prop open heavy wooden doors,
offering warm pastries and cups of caffeine sprinkled with cinnamon and
 sincerity that make
your cheeks warm and your heart burn.
The waiter’s crisp French has you wishing that you had studied the
 language after the tenth grade.
Paris is a place where the warm greys of the city seems to seep into the
 sky.
Hearts can be locked to a bridge and streets can be so littered with water
that your steps look like dents in a sheet of glass.
Dreams that reach as long as the tip of the Eiffel Tower
and love that lasts until the train arrives in Versailles.
A bread and cheese love affair occurs in almost every alley,
where waiters dressed in white knead and roll fresh pastries that make
our taste buds dance from morning until evening.
A midnight serenade along the Seine
or an evening of jazz in Montmartre leaves my eyes feeling heavy and my
 body light.
We dance to Frank Sinatra and watch as the clouds frame the dusty city,
warm with the memories of the night before.
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Jakara Edwards
Flushing High School
Flushing, Michigan
10th Grade

The Sun

One day I was awakened
with a ray of blinding light.
It took away the darkness
It scared away the night.

My body cold and frigid,
was shaking as though in fright.

The light covered me like a blanket
And my dark room became so bright.

This blanket continued to cover me
as I began to walk outside

But as soon as I opened the door
The world was covered in my blanket’s light

My body was like Antarctica
The coldness seemed to bite

But outside the blanket was even warmer
And it melted away all my ice

I can only enjoy my blanket
before it goes away for the night

But I’m not afraid even as my
dark room erases my sight

But tomorrow I’ll wake up in my own bed
by that same blinding light

Because the sun only goes down
to brighten someone else’s life.
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Cole Dozier
Croatan High School
Newport, North Carolina
12th Grade

Another Poem

I’m always told that I should “reach for the stars” and that’s something I don’t get. 
Why should my dreams take me out of this world?
I have a lot to do here first. 
I have a country to run. 
I have games to go to. 
I have places to be. 
So I don’t want to try and reach for a star, 
If I miss, that’s quite a big fall. 
I’d be a regular Humpty Dumpty. 
I’m not scared of the fall, don’t get me wrong. 
A fall might be the best thing for someone. 
But I can choose to fall from the White House or a star, 
The shorter fall seems a little more fun. 
So the farthest I’ll reach ends in an oval shaped office,
And I’m not planning on falling so this should be fun.
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The
Ice Cream Store

Amira Solomon
Harriton High School
Rosemont, Pennsylvania
10th Grade

The ice cream store was open wide
Its windows showed flavors inside
The ice cream man, he said to me,
“Come in and try a scoop for free!”
So there I was, my mind was racing
Should I be late just for a tasting?
The day was hot, my choice was made,
Should I try mint or lemonade?
I walked inside the chilly shop,
And I was glad I made this stop.

“Hello!” said he, with a huge smile
With teeth as white as the clean tile
“Would you like to try tomato?
Or some strawberry gelato?
Or how about our new mixed-berry?
Or cinnamon?  Or cherry?”
“Let’s see,” said I, and then I saw
Mint chip ice cream!  Yes, hurrah!

“I’ll have some mint,” I told the man.
“Lime?” said he, “Or was that bran?
There’s watermelon, apple, coffee
Sweet corn, honeydew, and toffee--”
“No, no,” said I.  “Not that at all!
I want mint chip!  A cone, one small!”

“Do you want the enchilada?
Or perhaps the empanada?
Chocolate, green grape, apricot
French vanilla hits the spot,
Poppyseed, rum raisin, jam
Pumpkin, blueberry, or ham?”

“No, no,” said I.  “Not that at all!
I want mint chip!  A cone, one small!”

“We have apple!  Lobster!  Peaches!  Rice!
Licorice, peanut, ginger spice,
Courgette--zucchini, if you will
Guava that is from Brazil,
Cotton candy, aubergine,
Birthday cake and tangerine--”
“No, no!” said I.  “Not that at all!
I want mint chip!  A cone!  One small!”

“There’s caramel, rhubarb, even plum
Mocha, banana, and pie crumb,
Escargot!  Grape!  Rose hip!
Cantaloupe, mint chocolate chip--”
“That’s it!” cried I.  “That’s it, that’s all!
I want mint chip!  A cone, one small!”
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Eavan Mckenzie
South Eugene High School
Eugene, Oregon
12th Grade

In My Own Skin

My hands rubbed against my rough jeans.
Tick, tick, tick 
The clock pestered over and over again.

Chipped red nails wrapped a strand of hair back and forth around my index finger. 
In and out my breath came through my chest and out of my nose, there I go, there’s the 
rhythm…
Now gone. 

Back to inconsistent breaths that lingered in the air, they waited to taunt me the next 
time I heaved in. 
I waited for the silence as I stepped into the crowded classroom.
It always came.
Back of the room,
tap, tap, tap
My foot hit the ground.

I stared at the wooden desk, picking out every mark of the lost kid before me.
The ridges in the table cut into me as the students’ murmurs clouded over and filled 
up the room.
My eyes shifted to the drooping flag.
Red, whites, and blues all shoved together—whirlpooling in with my uncontrollable 
urge to fidget and turn in the cold metal chair.
My hand twitched and the pencil I was holding dropped and banged against the filthy 
ground.
Seat by seat, the shadows turned to see me.
My eyes fell as theirs jabbed into me.
They slid up and down, ripping me apart.
Look away, my body begged as I melted into myself.
I’m gone.
My foot grabbed my pencil and it silently crawled back to me.
Perspiration seeped from my hair line.
Tick, tick, tick
There it goes again, the lonely sound echoed through me.

Bell rings. Stand up.
Feet dragging as the hallways narrow.
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Brain 
Dead

Kylee Mabe
Croatan High School
Newport, North Carolina
11th Grade

A delusional girl spends another day walking by
Head down,

People pass her
Hopefully they do not see.

She wishes not to see
Their hateful looks and

Judging faces.
She reminds herself:

“Keep your eyes down”
Eyes down.

A delusional girl paces the Earth
Ears covered,

Voices blur into silence
Hopefully they do not hear.

She wishes not to hear
Their cruel and

Pointless words.
She reminds herself:
“Turn the music up”

Music up.

A delusional girl blends into the background
Brain dead,

They’ll do whatever they want to you.
Nothing matters to her anymore.

She doesn’t care.
They’ve taken everything from her.

She reminds herself:
“It’s all an illusion”

An illusion.



EXPOSITION
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Jordon Henderson
Chapman High School
Chapman, Kansas
12th Grade

Music Is

Music has been around since the dawn of civilization. From when cavemen
first hit their clubs against the ground to today’s genres of pop,
country, classical, and rock, music has helped to shape society. Defining
music is a near impossible task.

Music is defined as “Vocal or instrumental (or both) sounds combined in
such a way as to produce a beauty of form, harmony, and expression of
emotion,” in accordance with the Oxford Dictionary. Music could also be
defined as a collection of pitches, sounds, and rhythms combined in a
series of notes. Both of these definitions are, however, inadequate in
describing the true description of music.

Music is emotion. Music can be sad, happy, excited, scared, or even
sleepy. Music can even convey these emotions to its listeners. Whenever I
feel sad or angry, I listen to a song and almost immediately feel better.
The same is true in reverse. Music has changed my approach to the day, many
times in the past.

Music is an escape. Music can take me to a different place. I feel
overwhelmed most of the time during these weeks. Listening to music helps
relieve my stress. When I feel that life throws too much at me, I retreat
into my room, lock the door, and turn on Pandora Radio. I can spend hours
just listening to music. When I emerge from my seclusion, I feel refreshed
and ready to tackle the rest of the day.

Music is a passion. I first started performing music in third grade when I
started playing my instrument, the trumpet. Over the past 11 years, I have
also learned to play other instruments to express my love of music better.
I feel strongly about my music. So much that I have performed outside of
school: in church, at funerals, even once on television. Music is not just
a hobby with me. It is one of my passions.
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Music is a connection. The majority of people listen to music, whether it
is country, pop, or some other genre. You can meet new people, or even old
friends, at a concert or on some music-sharing website. I have made
lasting friendships with people I have met in band.

Music is alive. Music has emotion; music has soul; music has purpose. It
can grow. It can age. Music has many human characteristics. Music is a
living creation.

The great philosopher Plato once said, “Music is a moral law. It gives
souls to the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the imagination, and
charm and gaiety (joy) to life and to everything.” He is saying that
music can inspire. It gives purpose. Music is fundamental to our
existence.

Ray Charles said, “I was born with music inside me. Music was one of my
parts. Like my ribs, my kidneys, my liver my heart. Like my blood. It was
a force already within me when I arrived on the scene. It was a necessity
for me - like food or water.” Music can potentially be defined as life.
Music is intertwined with every fiber of our being. From our first cries
as we come into this world, to our last breath as we leave, music is
present. It is watching us as we live. As we live, we each write our own
song. The only question is…

...What will be your song?
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Taylor Donovan
West Shore Junior/Senior High
Melbourne, Florida
9th Grade

Chapter One – Teenager in Progress
My name is Taylor and this is a story about a teenager in progress.  Me.  I say, ‘in 

progress’ because that’s what I am.  In progress towards adulthood,  a teenager’s jour-
ney with ups and downs and in-betweens.  A roller coaster of emotions, feelings, hor-
mones, thoughts, fears and experiences that will forever impact who I become.  

Some things you don’t have to know about me, but I will tell you.  I have two won-
derful parents and two younger sisters.  I am the oldest which means I am expected to 
be a good example for my sisters.  It’s a full-time job; let me tell you. 

The chapters that follow will hopefully be filled with things that others my age can 
relate to.  Maybe I am the only one who thinks like this.  In that case, I apologize in 
advance, and hopefully, we can still be friends.

Chapter Two – Daughter of The Drama Mama Blogger
My mom writes a blog and it’s called Confessions of A Recovering Drama Queen.   I 

am currently searching for a support group for children of bloggers. 
Nothing is sacred in our family.  My life experiences are being shared with the 

world, perfect strangers.  I question our conversations and wonder if what I am saying 
will be posted later.  I often ask her not to post things that we talk about.  This is why I 
am looking for a support group.  I know there are others out there like me.  Children of 
the bloggers. 

Do your parents go through your pictures and text messages looking for juicy 
material?

Recently, we learned about sexual reproduction in science.  I came home and told my 
mom how humiliating it was to have to color the male and female parts.  I mean its one 
thing to have to learn about them, but another to have color them with crayons.   So 
what do you think I found posted on Mama Drama blog after that conversation?  I saw 
my name and something about coloring those parts. She named the parts! I broke the 

Teenager in 
Progress
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number one rule of being a daughter of a drama mama blogger.  Over sharing.  

Chapter Three – Maturity
I confess.  Maturity is not a quality I am known for.  My parents still lecture me on 

how I need to start growing up.  Learning when to talk and when not to talk.  As they 
lecture me, I usually say something without thinking or interrupt, get in trouble and 
then regret it later.  It seems like I’ve been trying to learn this lesson for a long time 
now.  

I still sometimes call my teacher mom and my mom Mrs. So and So.  I can’t possibly 
be able to make grown up decision when I still use my fingers to count and sing my 
ABC’s so see what letter comes next.  I still like Happy Meals. When I am bored in the 
car and it’s raining, I look to see which raindrop on the window “wins.”

In the most serious of situations, I laugh uncontrollably.  Whenever we are being 
interrogated for something and asked if we were the one who did it, even if I really 
didn’t do it, I smile when I say “I didn’t do it” which makes me looks guilty.  I can’t 
help it and it gets me into trouble a lot.

Like Dory from Finding Nemo, I have short term memory problems.  I always forget 
what I was going to do while walking to do the thing I was going to do.  I get there and 
I think, Why am I here again?

One day, I forgot to lock my phone.  My mom tells me all the time to lock my phone, 
so I don’t accidentally call anyone while my phone is in my backpack.  I forgot again, 
and so, last year at school, I  butt dialed my mom for three hours.  After the first hour, 
she was afraid that the school was under attack and that I was in trouble somewhere 
trying to send her a secret message to send help. In the second to third hour, she start-
ed getting mad.  She kept calling me back, screaming my name.  Then she started sing-
ing (she is not a good singer), so I am in science class when I hear my backpack singing 
badly.  Before I had a chance to subtly check my phone, she started yelling my name.  
Everyone knew it was me.  She also called the front office and asked to announce for 
Taylor Donovan to shut off her phone and stop butt dialing her mom.  I am pretty 
good at remembering to lock my phone now. 

Chapter Four - School trouble
Parents and teachers say all the time that we are at school to learn.  The truth is that 

we are at school because it’s the law.  I’d probably enjoy it if it weren’t for math, sci-
ence, history, Spanish and English.  Math – we have calculators.  English – we speak it 

already. Spanish – Isn’t that what Dora is for?   History- they are dead, let’s get over it 
already. 

Math is my worst subject.  When I am doing it, I think I’m right and getting it. When 
I take a test, I will spend all this time working out a problem and get excited because I 
think the time has come when I am finally getting good at it.  When I look at the possi-
ble answer choices, my answer is not there.  Hmmmn, the answer must be the one that 
is closest to the answer I got, right?

Chapter Five – It’s More like an Exclamation Point!
DISCLAIMER: If you are a guy, you may want to skip over this chapter. 
It’s hard being a girl.  Period.
Pun intended.
Boys have no idea what we go through each month.  It’s like a horror movie, a 

blood and gore show. To think that this will last for the next 40 years or so is a little 
frightening. 

It’s like I turn into someone else once a month.  I want to eat everything in sight.  I 
feel like I’ve gained 10 pounds, and I get overly emotional.  I cry at just about anything.  
Once I spent an entire day worrying about failing out of school and not making it into 
college and growing up to be homeless. It was summer. 

It feels like someone punched me in the stomach for 5 days straight.  I am easily 
angered and if you mess with me during this time, I feel like I want to slap you with a 
shovel.  I just want to curl up in a ball and hide under my blankets until it’s all gone. 

Period just doesn’t seem to cover it.  It’s more like an exclamation point. 

Chapter Six – Boys
I am not allowed to date right now and I am okay with  that.  I believe that most girls 

at this age are not mentally stable enough to handle the whole dating thing. Most girls 
might disagree with me right now because they are all happy with who they’re with 
and stuff, but once someone pulls a trigger, you can’t start over. Once you break up or 
find a horrible hidden truth, it’s a neverending rollercoaster of emotions from then on. 

I believe that the whole idea of dating was to wait until you are in a position in 
which you are able to get married. I don’t think that ten year olds should be dating 
because you can’t get married, and there is a 99% chance that you won’t actually stay 
with that person into marriage. And if that does happen, well congrats. You are that 
lucky 1%.
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Boys are not as emotional as girls are. Well most aren’t, at least. When a guy breaks 
up with a girl, most aren’t aware of what they have created. They have created what I 
like to call the mood month. When girls hearts are broken by one they thought loved 
them, they go into a complete emotion shock. This lasts one to two months at the most. 
One second, they act confident and independent; next second, they are crying un-
controllably and being comforted by their friends and family. It seems never ending. 
Meanwhile, the guy is shocked by her reaction and no emotion whatsoever is being 
showed.

Chapter Seven – Conclusion
We girls always have something going on.  From stomach aches and heartaches to 

school trouble and trying to grow up and find out where we fit in and who we are sup-
posed to be.  

Whether you are a nerd, athlete, mathlete, cheerleader, popular or not so popular, 
whatever your label is…we have a lot in common. 

We are all teenagers in progress. 
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Teji Wang
American School of Kuwait
Kuwait
9th Grade

Trapped

“A friend is a hand that is always holding yours, no matter how close or far apart you may 
be. A friend is someone who is always there and will always, always care. A friend is a feeling of 

forever in the heart.”

Thinking back, I am stuck here in this awful place with my irritating and bothersome 
twin because I disobeyed my mother by disregarding her instructions. Oh, how I wish 
I can turn back time and go back to the moment I walked into this sickening-white 
bathroom. If I get a second chance, I will definitely obey my mother by leaving the 
door unlocked, though it will risk my public appearance…

Mm-mm. McDonald’s nuggets are delicious, especially when they are eaten before 
driving to the Kuwait airport and boarding on a plane to China. This morning, the 
streets were not busy, and the sun’s brightness was just right. It was still quite early, so 
McDonald’s wasn’t as loud as it would be at night with all the customers. My parents 
and I were sitting towards the back of the restaurant and were enjoying McDonald’s 
delicacies elegantly while talking about all sorts of things. My twin, who is trapped by 
negativity, was sitting by my side. Usually she does whatever she wants to do since I 
am the only one who can see her, so basically I don’t bother her and she doesn’t bother 
me. Well…sometimes she can be annoying since she can’t get out of my sight no mat-
ter what, so I have to see her scowling face 24/7. She is also extremely annoying when 
she comments on how I am “trapped” by myself. Whatever, she is just jealous. She 
stared at my boot-shaped chicken nuggets with a frown. She then opened her mouth, 
and whispered, “Yuck”.

Catching her stare, I rolled my eyes. I changed my mind, she is always so annoying. 
I always wished for a sweet sister who is best friends with me, but I guess I got a twin 
sister who I just can’t tolerate. I redirected my focus back to my parents’ conversation 
and pretended that I didn’t hear her. This year, only my mom and I are going back to 
China (including my twin, but she does not have an airplane ticket), so my dad will 
stay in Kuwait without us for a while. I was very excited since I was going to visit my 
family in China and go to fun places with my cousins, I can’t wait to see Xia Xia and 
Zhi Heng! How could I not be excited? This is like the most important trip of my life. 
After devouring the last savory bite of chicken nuggets, I decided to go to the bath-
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room, both of my shadows following me.
 McDonald’s bathroom is quite small, but it is clean enough and had liquid soap. 

I strolled inside and pondered on whether to lock the door or not. My mom told me to 
not lock any doors since I am still young and didn’t have much strength. I never lock 
the bathroom door at home, but this is public. What if someone opened the door while 
I was still getting my waste out? That would be extremely embarrassing… Without a 
second thought, my hands instinctively locked the door. I decided stupidly that my 
public appearance was more important than my mother’s instructions.

 After successfully getting out my waste, I washed my germ-infested hands with 
liquid soap (I squeezed a lot of it into my hands since liquid hand soap was a rarity), 
and walked to the door. I tried to open the door by turning the handle. It didn’t budge. 
I tried turning the handle again. Still didn’t work. I looked upwards, and the white 
fluorescent lights temporarily blinded me.

 I scrutinized the bathroom again…and realized with horror that almost every-
thing was white.

 White is a dangerous color. It makes me think about funerals and hospitals, 
which are both related to death. One honors death while the other works to fight 
death, which sometimes fail. I am still young. I don’t want to die.

 Stay calm. Breath in, breath out. Ok, moving on in order to try survival plans.

Plan A:
Squirt soap all over the handle.
Too childish, not even worth trying.
(Checked container, don’t have enough soap!)

Plan B:
Sit and wait all day round.
Hmm, wonder what will come around…
People tired of holding their waste:
Angry adults, children, staffs, and more?
Wait, my reputation will be ruined!

Plan C:
Kick bathroom door with all might.
Break door = money and broken leg.
Humph, I am actually very poor.
And I’ll be seen as uncivilized!!!

Plan D:
Bang door and scream for help.

First, my beautiful voice will crack.
Then, people will think I’m weird.

Plan E:
(Last plan, got to work out!)
Stay here and eat whole life.
Wait, food? Can’t even get out!
Plus, eating McDonald’s everyday = getting fat.

Conclusion: all plans do not work.

Brain:
Whoops, no more plans, sorry dear.
Better luck next time, alright dearest?
Bye.

 Huh? What?!! How could my brain be so lazy? This is a critical moment of my 
life, so to speak! My twin banged her head on the white wall with lifeless eyes and a 
smile of defeat. The continuous thud of her head banging on the white wall was very 
annoying. I am like almost done with her.

 
And…here I am, inside a bathroom in McDonald’s with annoying you-know-who.
I wish I can get a second chance, but everyone knows that a time machine that can 

travel back to the past is not yet invented. If I get a second chance, I will definitely 
obey my mom by not locking the door, but what will happen to my dignity if someone 
opened the door by accident…?

I shout my mother’s name quietly since I don’t want to embarrass myself. I wait a 
few seconds.

 There is no knock or even a tap on the door.
 Great.
 Now I am officially trapped inside a bathroom in McDonald’s. With my awful 

twin.

 What if I die in this bathroom? Will my parents be sad? Will my friends miss my 
presence? Duh, of course they will! I am like the center of their lives, without me they 
will all lose direction!

…But still, the world will continue revolving even if I die. If I die here, I won’t be 
able to feel the warmth of my mother’s hug. If I die here, I won’t be able to hear my 
mother’s soothing voice. If I die here…
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 I refocus and find myself studying my own reflection. Ugh, my twin in the back-
ground is staring at me with a face of disgust, and with a clear message of disapproval 
highlighting the fact that I was the one who locked door and trapped us inside. Pre-
tending that I didn’t even see her so that she will not be delighted over her small vic-
tory of making me feel guilty, I avert my attention back to my reflected face. Under the 
horrific white lights, my face loses its natural redness and shows a ghostly white color. 
I try to focus on the background instead of my face, and realize that it is also white, the 
same white color as the walls in my family’s apartment.

 “Hey, Teji,” my mother said once during her break from wiping white colored 
walls, “You do know that if you disobey me, I will be very upset” she smiled, “and will 
probably not speak to you for days.”

 Hmm, why am I remembering this playful threat? My mother knows all my 
weaknesses, including my weakness of feeling awkward when there is an absence of 
chattering around me. After announcing the threat, she continued to talk with me, and 
never brought it up again. I thought she was joking…but what if she was not joking? 
No, I do not want to be isolated and become like my sad twin! Is my mind trying to 
warn me to get out before my mom finds out that I have disobeyed her so that she will 
continue to talk to me? I need to get out, and quick! Before I become like you-know-
who! (By the way, she is currently drawing circles on the ground with her fingers 
while spreading a depressing aura) Concluding that there is nothing to lose, my pride 
and dignity vanish.

 “Help me!” I scream as loud as I can. Someone, anyone, I don’t care who, but 
just open this jail-like door and save me from this devastating and cramped place! SMS 
(Save My Soul)!

 After screaming so much, I feel tired and hopeless, just like my twin, who is now 
sitting down on the floor quietly and staring into space. Suddenly, I realize that China 
doesn’t seem to interest me anymore; I just want to get out and rest in my mom’s com-
forting hug again.

 “Teji?”
 A familiar voice calls out, a voice like an angle that carries me back to Hope land 

from the deepest hospital room in Hopeless Land. The voice belongs to a woman in 
her late 30s, the woman who uses her sweet voice to wake me up in the morning, cheer 
me up when I am sad, and tucks me in bed while whispering “Good night”. I turn 
swiftly to the door, the door that can either free me or imprison me.

 “Mom? Is that you?”
 Trembling with fear and excitement, my hands instinctively reaches out to the 

door handle…and comes in contact with my twin’s warm hand instead of cold metal. 
My eyes flick up with questions behind them, but flicks back down after seeing the 
intenseness of her stare at the door handle. Her eyes are blinding me with the hope 
within them; I realize that she wants to get out too.

 “Do you need help? You have been inside for a long time…”
 Relief floods over me, it really is my mom. The person I can always lean on and 

search for advice, the huge tower that will always protect and aid me. I really wish that 
she doesn’t get too upset, and will continue talking to me.

 “…thought that maybe you needed help with something.”
 “Mom,” I croak, “I can’t get out…I’m so sorry that I disobeyed you and locked 

the door. Please, get me out! I will not disobey you anymore and will listen to you, 
please continue to talk to me! I just want to get out! Please!”

 A period of silence follows.
 “M-mom…?” I feel uneasy.
 No one answers.
 My twin’s eyes are losing their brightness, returning back to their original dull 

shade. Her hands are sliding down from the door handle.
 Along with her hands, my muscles become tense, and my brain once again sends 

warning signals throughout my body.
 The bathroom seems whiter than ever, and a sudden bitter thought invades my 

mind, spreading rapidly.
 Heh, a voice snickers; your mom left you because you were such a brat. I bet she 

had enough of you and your mistakes. In the background, several voices laugh cruelly, 
their laughs giving me headaches.

 My head hangs down.
 Maybe so. Maybe what the voice said is right.
 A hand suddenly lands on my shoulders and awkwardly tries to comfort me by 

patting lightly on my shoulders. 
I look up and see my twin. She is trying to smile. Her smile is wobbly, like a newborn 

baby trying to walk. I whisper “Thanks” and prepare my face for a smile.
Just when my face was ready to lift up into a smile, I hear footsteps. Who is there? 

Both my twin and I turn to the door and hover our hands above the door handle.
 “Teji! Wait in there for a second! A worker is here to open the door!”
 We look at each other with hope in our eyes and wait for the miracle to happen.
 Click.
 Together, our hands enclose the door handle and yank it open.
 White lights flood around me, my twin, and our connected hands. They swirl 

around us, like fairies flying with their sparkly wands, then shoots off behind us.
 This time they are not white lights leading into death, they are white colored 

lights guiding trapped people like my twin and I into a new, fresh start.
 We turn towards each other, smile openly, and walk into our bright futures to-

gether, hand in hand.
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Han

For the longest time, I’d believed it to be nothing more than an excuse feigning pen-
siveness, inertia disguised as melancholy. 

 The insanity plea. 
 My mother is an exceptionally engaged person. It’s impossible to slot her into a 

schedule because she’s constantly days ahead of herself. Compulsion to productivity, 
she calls it. 

 Cases where she does happen to be idle, however infrequent, thus jar me deep-
ly- seeing her hands having stilled in the sink while doing the dishes, eyes clouded 
over and body subtly withdrawn into herself, as if in pain. When I’d ask her what was 
wrong she’d reply:

 The Han. There’s quite a lot of it today. 
 So you just feel off, you mean, was what I’d say. Fine. Take a nap. Do you have a 

headache?
 My mother would just smile wistfully at me, shake her head bemusedly and re-

turn to her work. 
 It took me a while to realize that Han does not simply imply being under the 

weather.
 Han is not at all a temporary flux in state of being, but rather a constancy in one’s 

cultural psyche, an abysmally suffocating mixture of sorrow and regret. In its monosyl-
labic solemnity it carries the burden of an entire country’s suffering. Its origins are said 
to stem from Korea’s oppression-imbued history, the collective feeling of unresolved 
bitterness that ran rampant amongst citizens of the peninsula in times of frequent inva-
sions by imperialistic foreign powers. It conventionally denotes an emotion so inbred, 
some go as far as to say it is imprinted in our DNA itself- genetically heritable from our 
ancestors, a bone-deep longing that surpasses any individual blockade.  

The prospect of Han is a unique one, truly unifying in that this unnamable emotion 
not only impresses itself upon a nation’s populace, but spans to even farthest reaches 
of the globe where Koreans reside- some who may not have even the slightest idea of 
their homeland’s tragic history. What some doctors have even gone as far as to diag-
nose as a tangible, acute physical pain, many will experience and may never realize the 
cause of it, just how personalized the affliction really is.

 (Symptoms of Han may include dyspnea, heart palpitation, and dizziness. The 
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doctor’s diagnosis- does my blood sing with the sorrow of the unavenged?) 
 There are many facets that encapsulate the face of the Han “syndrome”, the ma-

jor one an underlying, spiteful urge to avenge all historic wrongdoing in the name 
of nationalism. In the face of persecution, however, a passive acceptance and willful 
endurance fuse to yield a faint impression of hope. And therein lies the exclusively 
untranslatable nature of Han, the reason why its equivalent cannot be disclosed in any 
other tongue- its absolute range of human emotion, from fury to grief to passivity to 
faith- spurred by the resentment and anguish characteristic of a nation kept so long in 
isolation. 

 When my mother now pauses in her work to lift her eyes and stare at nothing, I 
know she is seeing a world tinged shades darker by the ubiquitous shadow of a phan-
tom cloud that will always haunt her. As generations pass, the cloud will continually 
gather weight, but never quite spill over. 
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At School 
Today

I walked into the school, and stopped suddenly. I looked around, making sure no-
body saw me. I quickly walked away, embarrassed of myself. Later, I had to go and 
talk to the school nurse. When she say me, she immediately asked what had happened 
And I replied very quietly, “I walked into the school building.”
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Papa Pickles

I turn left onto Papa Pickles Dr. and venture up the curved driveway.  Trees sur-
round the small, cozy house and an old barn creaks while the wind blows through 
its cracks. An undisturbed pond looks upon the calm pasture beyond the house. Hay 
bales on top of the hill add the finishing touch to the bucolic scene.  A pile of burnt 
wood lays completely scorched as the scent of freshly cut grass rides the wind and 
stops abruptly at the worn-down red door. Inside the house, pictures surround me, 
each telling their own story and containing a special memory. The entire room feels 
aged, you can just see it in the air. The couches and blankets and pillows and the televi-
sion, all are worn and weathered down to characterize the room.

 A familiar voice is heard from the living room. It is my grandpa, Vincent Har-
old Shalkoski, but we call him Vince for short. He walks into the kitchen wearing the 
same tattered K-State ball cap, some jeans, and his favorite boots. I shake his hand and 
he greets me with the usual, “What’s up B-mo?” He has called me B-mo ever since I 
can remember. My grandpa is quite the character. He is always looking out for us and 
hopes for the best for us. If you ever need beef jerky or bubblegum, he’s your man--no 
matter what, my grandpa has both of those in stock. He likes a good laugh and enjoys 
the little things in life. He loves to joke around with us and watch old movies, and on 
occasion, he will recommend movies we will watch the next time we go for a visit. 

My grandpa likes to hang out with us and his dog, Smoke. When you can’t find my 
grandpa, he will almost always be out in his barn with Smoke making necklaces or tin-
kering with anything that needs to be fixed. He used to give us beads to make our own 
necklace. As a matter of fact, my brothers and I collected those beads when we were 
younger so that we could make our own necklace, just like our grandpa did. We still 
have some beads today, and everytime I see one, it is a special reminder of the time I 
spent with my grandpa. He has connected with each of us in unique ways, ways we 
didn’t notice nor appreciate when we were young. 

 Grandpa and I  head down the winding stairs to start the interview. During our 
time together, I learned that he was born in Kansas City, Missouri on November 19th, 
1948. Coincidentally, his father was born on the same day. He was born at 11:03 p.m. at 
Saint Joseph Hospital and his parents named him after his father, who was also named 
after his father. He and his parents lived in a one room apartment that didn’t have 

Brendan Owings
Baldwin High School
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11th Grade
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enough room for him yet. Vince wasn’t even a month old yet and he had to sleep in the 
hallway of the apartment. He said “Can you believe it? My parents left  me out in the 
hallway when I was zero years old! Somebody could of taken me away!” Amazed at 
the absurdity of the story, Grandpa and I laughed together as we sat in the warm, cozy 
room.

Later in his adolescence, he juggled many jobs and school. He went to Shawnee Mis-
sion East and worked at New Holland Farm during the fall. Come winter, he shoveled 
driveways, and during the summer he worked at the stockyards with his dad. In a 
conspiratorial voice, Grandpa revealed a then scandalous story about some high school 
girls who worked at a gentlemen’s entertainment club. Both girls sat in front of him in 
a couple of classes. “It was so hard to concentrate,” he said with a chuckle. And then 
he added “But don’t get me wrong, I  still got good grades and I even made the honor 
roll!” Again, Grandpa and I shared a good laugh about his days as a teenager, as we 
continued the interview. 

After school, he would always go to work at the farm or go hunting. One day, a 
forklift operator got injured, so my grandpa got promoted to his position. He made 
twenty-five dollars a week operating a forklift. Back then, it was a lot of money. He re-
mained at the farm until he graduated high school. In addition to working, he and his 
dad loved to go hunting together. He would bring his two dogs along with him. Father 
and son bonded on those trips,  “It was the only time me and my dad could escape the 
women and enjoy each other’s company.” And Grandpa and I chuckled, sharing each 
other’s company in the warm, cozy room.

 At age 20, Vince went on a date with my grandma, Becky. I asked him if they 
went to a fancy restaurant for their first date, but “No,” he said (and I quote), “Of 
course we didn’t, we went out drinking at a club.” It took me by surprise but after 
awhile, it seemed like a thing my grandpa would definitely do. A year later, he got 
married on August 16th, 1969. That was 45 years ago he told me. I was astounded by 
how long they have been married. 

In that same year, Vince went to K-State and struggled that first semester. He ended 
up flunking his classes and dropped out of school. That same year he attended night 
school at a junior college in Kansas City to make up what he had lost. A semester later, 
he finally ended back up at K-State and graduated in the class of 1972. This was his 
turning point in life because he decided to get his act together. Hearing how my grand-
pa had turned his life around has really inspired me. Even through the hard times, 
Vince accomplished being on the honor roll while working numerous jobs. It´s amaz-
ing the obstacles he has overcome.

 Throughout the entire interview, I learned a lot about my grandpa´s life. We re-
ally became closer after it. But we’ve always been close. Starting with the nickname he 
always calls me by, even today, as well as always buying beef jerky and kool-aid for 
us. These are little things, but truly shows how much he cares. It was inspiring to hear 
that he has been married for forty-five years. And I hope I can find a girl to stay with 

for that long.  I saw a comedic side of my grandpa that rarely comes out, and now I 
smile when I remember the laughs we shared, together, in his warm, cozy living room.  
There were many moments in his stories that I found a deep respect for my grandpa 
and others that taught me lessons. Lessons to not repeat the same mistakes, to work 
hard in the beginning so that you never have to start over. These are important things 
my grandfather told me as we enjoyed each other’s company. 

After hearing all of his knowledge and memories, I had one last question, “How 
did you get your nickname, Papa Pickles?” He took a deep breath and began to think. 
“Well actually, it’s because of you knuckle-head!  You and your brothers loved those 
cheddar-flavored pretzels I would always buy you. You were barely three years old 
and you couldn’t say the word ‘pretzel’ yet. So you called them pickles. And then, 
your brothers did the same.” And that is how I gave my grandfather his name…and I 
learned one more thing that truly made us closer.

I used to take the weekly Sunday visits at my grandparent’s house for granted. After 
this interview, it hit me--they aren’t going to be around much longer. I have to cherish 
the time I have with them, and I realize that I’m lucky to have all my grandparents liv-
ing because some kids don’t. So if grandma offers one last cookie, even after numerous 
plates of food, you take that cookie.   Because someday, you will wish you could share 
just one more laugh.
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Isabelle Buckley
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As I lay in bed, I look up at the plastic glow-in-the-dark stars stuck to the ceiling 
above me and try to tune my ears to the loud conversation my parents are having 
downstairs. I sneak out of bed, tiptoeing barefoot across the cold wooden floor, and 
quietly drift down the stairs until I get to the last one. I don’t want to get caught eaves-
dropping, but I have to hear what on earth it is that they’re yelling about. As soon as I 
begin to strain my ears to hear their words, they become a whisper and my mom sticks 
her head around the corner and sees my little body sitting on the last stair, with my 
knees pulled to my chest, innocent big brown eyes glistening. 

“Why aren’t you in bed?” 
Scared that I’m in deep shit, I think about this question for a second and come up 

with a casual response, “I don’t know… I couldn’t sleep.”
“Well, head back upstairs Miss, it’s late.”
So I do. With questions unanswered I tiredly sulk up the carpeted stairs and crawl 

into my bed once more, instantly drifting into deep sleep.
In grade school, our minds aren’t exactly fully developed into real world minds 

containing knowledge and experience. They are innocent and nearly pure, unlike the 
soiled minds we obtain as we grow older. We see and hear things that we’ve never 
seen or heard before, or even if we have, we can’t even begin to understand the real-
ity of those things. My parents got divorced when I was in the fifth grade. I remember 
sitting at the lunch table with my friends, forcing myself not to speak and act sad, for I 
felt that doing that was the way I was supposed to react in the situation. 

The roar of laughter and talking rings throughout the grade school cafeteria as I 
leave my lunch table of friends to go sit on a purple bench alone, eating only a tasteless 
banana for lunch. As I munch each bite of fruit to a paste, I try to drown out all other 
sounds and focus on the thoughts inside my head which consist completely of one cen-
tral topic: 

Your parents are getting divorced.  
When the end of the day approaches, the bell rings, releasing all innocence from the 

school rooms and placing it back in their parent’s homes. On the bus ride home I forget 
about the thoughts in my head and focus on the “big kids” in the back. The highschool-
ers. I’m not supposed to sit back there with them, they don’t like it, and my mother has 
warned me many times that older kids can be very inappropriate. But today, every-
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thing they do and say provokes my curious mind and I must inch closer to those back 
seats just to get a taste of something forbidden. Today, I want answers. I want to know 
what makes big people so “different”... But before I can get any closer than three seats 
away from them, my bus driver Cherry stops in front of my house, and my two broth-
ers and I walk to the front of the bus, thank her like always and proceed to disembark. 

Hopping off of the bus, my brothers and I race down our gravel driveway to the 
house. 

“Whoever gets to the door last is a rotten egg!”
Mom greets us as we approach the house out of breath, smiling and giggling, as we 

announce to her that Noah is the “stinky rotten egg,” (being the youngest and having 
the shortest legs he always has the speed disadvantage). My mom smiles and embraces 
the stinky egg with a bear hug. Her long, curly, dark hair is slicked back into a pony-
tail and her bangs sit on her forehead, shaping her long beautiful face. She’s wearing 
comfy clothes that suit her well for the perfect summer day and she continues to smile 
as all four of us walk inside together. 

The house was always full of laughter until dad got home, and not many words were 
spoken when he did. I never understood the power of silence or the change that came 
over my family in a matter of minutes, but I do now.

“Addiction is a state defined by compulsive engagement in naturally rewarding 
behavior or compulsiveness, despite adverse consequences; it can be thought of as a 
disease or biological process leading to such behaviors.” 

I remember the changes in his personality after a few cans. I remember him being 
dead asleep in random places at obscure times. It never occurred to me that what was 
happening was neither normal nor healthy. Growing up with an alcoholic father cre-
ated darkness in our house that will never be forgotten. 

Addictions are selfish; addictions cost money. My mother wanted money invested 
in property instead of booze, movies, and expensive toys. So my parents bought a 
new house in the city on her insistence, leaving our childhood freedom and innocence 
in the country behind. She had begun working at Baldwin High School, and not only 
was she chauffeuring us kids to school, various activities, and sport practices, but also 
desperately trying to earn the respect of the new students she was teaching and the 
other educators in the building. To make matters more complicated and stressful, my 
older brother began having trouble at school academically and was disrespectful to-
wards his male teachers. My father’s willingness to help my mother with anything had 
completely evaporated at that point, and my mother was sinking into depression. Our 
new home was filling to the brim with silence and turmoil that the insiders could see, 
and the outsiders were blind to. My mom kept her feelings bottled up inside, admit-
ting only now that she regrets her bouts of anger and frustration towards us, that she 
knows the source from which it came. Bedtime routines became a challenge. We would 
egg her on, make her mad: testing boundaries and knowingly cause dad to intervene.

 There were three shades of Dad. 

The White: He’d been drinking and was fun, wrestling with us and tickling us until 
we laughed so hard our sides ached. We innocently enjoyed this side of him as it was 
almost like having another sibling. But even then we had an uncanny sense that some-
thing was not right.

The Grey: When he ignored us. Not giving a damn where we were, what we were 
doing, or how late we were up. He was occupied tinkering in the shop where he could 
chain smoke and drink without someone counting the discarded beer cans. Or half 
passed out watching a marathon of some movie he’d easily wasted at least sixty bucks 
on before coming home from work.

And The Black: Not being present at all. Like a dark, silent void. Missed soccer games, 
parent-teacher nights, dance recitals. He would rarely go, and if he did, our hugs we 
forced upon him left a stale scent of cigarettes and beer in our little noses, a clear indi-
cation of where he would rather be. 

 Growing up all those years I was still a very happy child. I was free of many of the 
troubles of the world, and being innocent and naive I did not have many bad memo-
ries. But, alcoholism has a way of intertwining its ugly presence within the safety of 
a family. I cannot recall my father ever becoming violent when he was drunk, but he 
wasn’t the same. He would begin drinking the moment he got off work, which was 
usually at about four o’clock, arriving home around five every night. He left the clean-
ing, cooking dinner, and tending to the many children running around the house to 
my mom; besides my two brothers and I, we always had other kids in the house. My 
mom would watch several little ones when we were growing up, she loved taking care 
of all of us, but I think we kept her company and her mind off of things. 

“Be safe, take care of each other, and don’t get lost.” 
My mom hands my brother Eli and his best friend Michael Walkie-Talkies and tells 

the boys, “You’re in charge,” as we head out the door for another adventure. We run 
down our winding gravel road and roll down the steep hill leading to the pond. Mom 
has always threatened us with “I’ll paddle your butt before I save you from drowning 
if you go near that pond.” Devilishly, we all look at each other, grin, and run straight 
for the dark brown water. While Eli and Michael search for the more dangerous crea-
tures like snakes and snapping turtles, Noah and I walk around the perimeter of the 
pond catching peep frogs and playing in the mud. 

After losing interest in the pond we wander off into the woods, not knowing where 
our adventure will take us. Sometimes we vanquish goblins on the top of the hill, oth-
ers we rescue each other from some drooling, limping, red-eyed creature or another. 
But today, Noah and I have a special ‘seeing stone’ that allows us to see unknown crea-
tures and protect each other after Eli drags Michael away and leaves us high and dry 
behind. Together, side by side, we stand and defeat the trolls and confide in the pixies 
who whisper above us in the trees. We spend hours, days, most of our childhood in 
fantasy worlds, exploring the unknowns, free and innocent. We often get caught up in 
our adventures, not noticing that the sun is setting. No matter how late, or how far into 
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the woods we have traveled, our Walkie-Talkies in hand, we know we will not end up 
lost--Mom will always come to our rescue and help us find our way home.

Mom was always rescuing us, lending her helping hand in every which direction 
to catch us when we fell. But there was one person she could never reach. My father. 
Addiction causes people to lose their way, they can not find their way home in the 
wake of their own destruction. It’s not that my father is a bad man; he’s not. He has 
an addiction that has taken over his life. A battle that he fought for a remarkable three 
years only to lose, falling into the deep abyss. Then when given a life-altering choice, of 
choosing the alcohol or his family, his decision was his addiction, and my family was 
torn apart. 

Little did I know, moving into town would be the end of the old and the beginning 
of new. My father found no new beginning, only dead ends and u-turns all winding up 
in the same damned place. But our newly established family of four faced a new life. 
It was different, and some aspects were tough, but we were together and safe. The veil 
had been lifted. We no longer possessed the innocent minds our youth had cherished 
so greatly. We’d gained knowledge, big hearts, and a longing to be better than our 
father and his addiction.
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Am I Strong?

 Once, when I was in grade school, I read a book in which the author compared 
inner strength to wood. He said that deep down every person has a core of wood. 
Some people are strong, like oak, and will not snap in the face of adversity. Others are 
made of softer wood, like poplar, and will break in times of difficulty. He also said that 
in easy times everyone can be brave and strong, it is only in times of real turmoil that 
our bark is peeled back to reveal our true cores. I don’t know why, but for whatever 
reason, this idea stuck with me. I was plagued by the question of whether or not my 
inner core was strong or weak.

 As I grew older I searched for ways to answer my question; however, I lived a 
very sheltered life and never had to test myself against real life situations. The only 
area where I could really test my inner strength was in sports. Sports challenged me to 
overcome both physical and mental obstacles, forced me to push myself to new limits, 
and ultimately helped me develop an answer to my question. The moment when I first 
began to understand my strength and determination was during a wrestling match 
early in my sophomore season.

 The gym, like every gym, is filled with a stark, bright light. A light that cuts into 
sleepy eyes and says, “It’s time to get to work.” The smell of the gym screams wres-
tling, the scent of wood floors and old popcorn mixed with mat disinfectant and sweat. 
Three wrestling mats, taped together in a contiguous line, cover the basketball court. 
The bleachers have been extended on either side of the mats, leaving only two nar-
row walkways to get from one side of the gym to the other. On the far side of the gym, 
next to a large wall painting of the Eudora Cardinal, a projector shows which wrestlers 
will be wrestling and on which mats. On that projector, my name has been placed next 
to the top seeded wrestler in my weight class, who also happens to be one of the top 
wrestlers in the state. The screen says we will wrestle on the middle mat.

 Looking back on it, the kid wasn’t an amazing wrestler. With the experience I 
have today this would have been just an ordinary match; however, at this point in my 
wrestling career, I was brand new to wrestling high level competition. I had spent the 
entire previous season wrestling junior varsity, so the idea of pairing me with such a 
high level opponent was almost laughable. Everyone in the gym, with the exception of 
Kit Harris, my coach, had no doubt in their minds that I would be soundly beaten in 
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the match.
 My pending humiliation at the forefront of my mind, I pace nervously along the 

narrow aisle between the bleachers and the mats. The last minute of the match before 
mine races by in mere seconds. The numbers of the clock seem a red blur until they 
strike zero and the buzzer sounds. I strip down to my singlet and put on my headgear 
as I run through my strategy for the match.

 At five foot eleven and 170 pounds, I have a stocky, muscular build. As a result, 
I am generally stronger than most kids my age, which is both a curse and a blessing 
in wrestling. It helps because it allows me to physically control my opponents, but it 
hinders me because I rely on my strength so much that I tire at a much faster rate than 
other wrestlers. Therefore, my main strategy, one that I will keep through the rest of 
my wrestling career, is to remain relaxed and to keep the pace of the match slow so I 
am not exhausted by the third round.

 My heart leaps to my throat as I walk to the center of the mat. A quick look to 
one corner reveals Kit, my coach, just arriving from another match. Kneeling at the 
center of the mat, I wrap a green leg band around my right ankle and glance at the 
score clock. A black rectangle, it shows the score, one green zero and one red zero, 
with the two minute time limit of the first round in between.

 My opponent takes his position across from me. Red wrestling shoes match a red 
singlet and the red leg band around his ankle. He is tall and leanly built, which con-
trasts my short, stocky frame. An immemorable face and short cut brown hair finish 
the picture. Standing across from me, he seems deceptively unimpressive. However, 
when the referee has us shake hands, his thin fingers hold mine in an iron grip. My 
stomach drops through my shoes as the whistle blows and the match begins.

 He moves with incredible speed. I can barely keep up. He fakes shots and I bite 
and then barely recover in time to defend his next attack. The only way that I can keep 
up with him is by using my strength to push him around. A wave of dread washes 
over me as the match forces me to abandon my carefully devised strategy. I can al-
ready feel fatigue building within my muscles. Despite my headgear, I can still hear Kit 
screaming instructions.

 “Don’t back up!!” Kit yells at me.
 Backing up in wrestling matches is a terrible habit of mine, and one that I will 

battle for the rest of the season. It allows me to keep distance from my opponents and 
stop shots more effectively, but it is also a penalty in wrestling to not actively try and 
score points; therefore, backing up too much can result in penalty points awarded to 
the opponent. Unfortunately, the more I tire, the more I back up.

 The match slowly drags on, and with each passing hour-long minute, my mus-
cles become

more drained. As we get set to begin the third and final round, I find myself win-
ning three to one. How did this happen? The man across from me has placed in state 
and I wrestled junior varsity last year. Nevertheless, I have somehow managed to fight 

my way into a winning position. Now all I have to do is hold my opponent off for one 
round.

 In his corner, Kit is standing and yelling, “Keep him down, score top points, 
DON’T STALL.” He is really getting involved in the match because if I can pull this 
off, then it will be one of the biggest upsets of the tournament.

 At the whistle, my opponent immediately surges to his feet. I grapple with his 
hands and try get a lock around his body, but to no avail. Finally, just as he is about 
to escape, I manage to push him out of bounds. I look at the clock, only five seconds 
have passed, five measly seconds. How am I going to keep this up for the next minute 
and fifty five seconds? I stumble back to the center and once more take a top position. 
When the whistle blows we continue the vicious scramble, but eventually my oppo-
nent finds his escape and the score becomes two to three. My lungs screaming for air, 
I fight to keep my opponent at bay. Suddenly, he bull-rushes me and I step back and 
push him out of bounds. The whistle blows and the referee holds up one finger. One 
point to my opponent, I have now been called for stalling twice in the match.

 “Oh man, Kit is going to be pissed,” I think.
 My breath comes in short gasps. My legs are rubber, barely able to keep me 

standing. My mind is foggy with exhaustion. Unbelievably, the clock has finally ticked 
down to the last fifteen seconds of the match. Kit is screaming at the top of his lungs 
for me to shoot and be aggressive, but I can barely manage to keep my opponent from 
scoring. The traitorous clock finally ticks down to zero and the referee blows his whis-
tle. The score is three to three. The match is tied. We will have to go to overtime.

 At this point, I have reached a level of exhaustion I have never felt before. My 
bark has peeled back, leaving nothing but the core wood beneath. Now I will finally 
see if I am sturdy oak or feeble poplar. The whistle blows and overtime begins. Watch-
ing my opponent, I notice his heaving chest and his sluggish movements. He is tired, 
not nearly as tired as me, but tired. This helps me defend against him, but the match 
continues to push my utter exhaustion to further limits. If possible, Kit is screaming 
even louder at me to be aggressive; however, I have nothing left. Barely able to stay 
on my feet, taking shots seems nearly impossible. I catch a glimpse of the clock out of 
the corner of my eye, and there is less than ten seconds left. With one last spurt of en-
ergy I try everything to get a point, nothing works. Then, in a streaking blur, my op-
ponent shoots into my legs and scores as the clock ticks to zero. As I look back on it in 
the months to come, this one fact will cause me immeasurable amounts of frustration. 
How could I give up with seconds just seconds left? Just a couple more moments of 
fighting and the outcome of the match could have been completely reversed.

 The referee has us shake hands, and then I walked to my opponent’s corner and 
shake his coach’s hand. That is as far as I get. Walking back to Kit, my legs give out 
and I have to crawl off the mat and across the gym floor to the bleachers--that wood 
floor where so many athletes before me pushed their limits and discovered their will. 
But my ordeal doesn’t end there. Kit storms off the mat and immediately begins to yell 
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at me.
 “I told you time and time again not to back up. I told you in practices and in the 

match, but you kept backing up. You were winning three to zero and you lost, because 
you got called for stalling, not once, but twice.”

 He goes on and on. I sit in the very center of the gym at the bottom of the bleach-
ers, so most everyone in the gym has a commanding view of Kit ripping into me. As 
Kit yells, his voice fades into the background. All I can think about is how I failed. The 
match came down to whether or not my determination, my core strength, was strong 
enough to overcome my physical exhaustion, and it wasn’t. Underneath my strong 
exterior, my core wood was feeble.

 Sitting in complete exhaustion and despair, I eventually came to the conclusion 
which would help me fight through uncountable challenges in the years to come. My 
inner strength failed during the match, but that does not mean I would always be weak 
in the face of adversity. I was not a poplar, I was just a sapling oak that did not have 
the years of growth and experience necessary to develop an iron-hard core. Life would 
continue to put me in situations that would allow me to test myself, and with hard 
work, I would eventually become unbreakable.



FICTION
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Walking on 
Broken Glass

There is no official wooden podium that one would expect to be present for a for-
mal presentation. Instead, there is a music stand; black, plastic, and creating a sturdy 
wall between my upper body and the rest of the classroom. Behind it, I feel protected. 
I glance to my right and see the title slide of my presentation projected onto the white 
screen of the board. I double-check the words I typed to make sure I didn’t embar-
rassingly misspell my name or the title of the topic I was presenting. I look back at the 
teacher, and she, too, like me, is waiting. 

 “We’re waiting for Alice to return from the restroom,” says my teacher to some 
students who are wondering why I am standing at the front of the room staring 
around instead of speaking. I smile at them to convey that I too am in a similar state of 
confusion; they understand. I glance at the door: No Alice. 

 I see that my hands are shaking as I hold my speech outline. I force my hand to 
steady, and as I focus on that task, my racecar heartbeat starts to lose speed. Maybe 
this speech will be different.

 Victoria looks me over and whispers something into the ears of the boy next to 
her. His response: an agreeing smirk. I look over them and ignore their obvious gos-
sip about me, but I can’t help remembering my pitiful gaffes during my presentations 
from last year. The most recent one was the group presentation on the Dutch. The 
number of times I kicked the brass trashcan behind me evades me, but I think it must 
have been around three. I remember the way my voice quivered and how I was the 
only one who needed to bring a sheet of paper with the words I needed to say written 
down in front of me. I remember the way each one of my group members before and 
after me effortlessly and suavely presented their information while I stumbled over 
sentences like I was walking on broken glass. “And th-this is how the D-Dutch trav-
eled there b-because of g-good soil,” I croak out. I sound like someone who is about to 
cry, and my voice is like a clock ticking from one vocal pitch to the other. 

 While I was fidgeting around from nervousness before my turn, I kicked the 
trashcan behind me. “B-I-I-I-N-G”, it rang out. The girl beside me opened her eyes re-
ally wide and made that half-OMG and half-smile face. I turned back and looked in the 
trashcan. Its empty, hollow sound confirmed its emptiness. The green paint was chip-
ping from it thick rim as if the Statue of Liberty had transformed into the trashcan. 

 Rewind a few days back when my old teacher was explaining the presentation 
aspect of the Dutch project. “Remember to speak loudly. Effective communication is 

Mahima Reddy
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such a big aspect of presentations…” he droned on. I immediately knew he was talking 
specifically to me, and my resulting self-consciousness made it difficult for me to pay 
attention to what he said after that. The girl in front of me had turned around to stare 
at me. She was one of those people who liked to think with their faces. Anytime some-
one was describing a scenario, she would force herself to relate by looking around to 
find the person that best fit that situation’s description, be herself or another kid. She 
wasn’t the only one. 

 Oh, when will I stop walking on glass? Alice walks in and takes her seat. The 
teacher gestures for me to start. I force myself to place all of those school presentations 
that ended in disasters behind me. Now is my chance. “No more broken glass”, I tell 
myself. 

 For the last time, I look around at my classmates. The class is thankfully small 
in size. Once again, my racing heart slows down and I regain composure. My voice 
comes out, the loudest it has ever been in that class, and it does not shake. 

 “Thank you for listening,” I say with a forced smile, and the traditional applause 
drowns out my hurried footsteps back to my seat. My friend beside me whispers, 
“Good job.” My reply: another tight smile and a strained thank-you. Deep down, I 
know that the only reason he said good job was from watching me execute a job so ter-
ribly that it required pity. 

 After speaking, I give myself a C for the introduction; it was good, but it could 
have been better had I maintained eye contact one hundred percent while saying it. 
The body of my speech was where I had trouble. My voice started to give toward the 
end, and by the conclusion, I was just reading off of my paper. All eye contact with my 
classmates and teacher was lost. My words were all jumbled, as if I slid the off of my 
outline and into a food processor. I give myself an F- for the last quarter of the speech. 

 However, when I return home, I find myself in a bipolar mix of happiness and 
depression. I find it odd; usually after every presentation I give, I feel despondent. I 
feel the rays of happiness as strongly as I feel my hands sweeping up the shards of 
broken glass. While I have not collected every piece, I am on my way to a friction-free 
path. My war with stage fright is not over yet, and I still dream of the day I will be slid-
ing on ice, not walking on broken glass.
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Looking at me, it is obvious that I am sick. I have always been slender, but now my 
skin looks like it is sitting directly on my bones, my previously toned muscles wasted 
after months of lying in this bed. My blonde hair, golden under the summer sun, is 
growing in like straw. The most shocking difference in my appearance, the one people 
pick up on immediately when they visit me, is the shade of my skin. I have spent every 
summer since I was 22 in Samara, Costa Rica, where I spend all day on a surfboard un-
der the hot sun, nurturing a deep tan. When I come home to Portland every winter and 
the tan starts to fade, I despise my skin. When I’m not tan, I look sickly. Now I actually 
am sick, and if I could ask for anything it would be a day under the cloudless sky on a 
towel, the sun beating down on me as I sip soda and flip through a surfing magazine. 

As much as life sucks right now, I feel so blessed. My window sills are lined with 
angel orchids, my favorite flower. There must be 50 of them, each in an individual pot 
decorated with well-wishes. Painted-on hearts, x’s and o’s, and the futile “Get Better 
Quick!” messages. Even though they have no fragrance, being near them makes me 
forget the smells of disinfectant and remember, Samara. I close my eyes and think of 
the warm sand and salty air, the fresh fruits instead of the cherry Jell-O that appears 
on my tray day after day. Each day that goes by it is harder to remember the little de-
tails of my time there, the faces of the people I met or a particular sunrise that Jamie 
and I watched. Cumulatively, I have spent five years of my life there. Every summer 
we would load up the van with any leftover surfboards Jamie had made but couldn’t 
sell, and we would drive for two weeks, with stops along the way to take pictures and 
sell the boards until we got to Samara. I always took a picture of Jamie in front of the 
house on the first day, and I had prints of each one lined up by my bed, each a slight 
variation on the last. This year is an exception. The house, small with yellow paint 
and pink shutters, is more of a home than the apartment in Portland. The silverware 
is mismatched and the blankets aren’t the same size, but it is where we are most our-
selves, and where I am happiest. We always split the year in half, so each person will 
be pleased for half the year. Jamie loved making his boards, and we both loved riding 
them, so it was a good system.

During the winter when Jamie was making and selling the surfboards, I made money 
by taking pictures for Stella’s swimsuit company, sometimes even getting in front of 
the camera myself. Stella has been my best friend since we were roommates at Reed 
College. One of the reasons we were such fast friends was our love of nail polish: we 
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would go on day long shopping sprees hunting down the best colors, spending about 
double the amount we should have on any given shopping trip and ending it with 
huge bowls of spaghetti and meatballs, a romantic comedy, and giving each other 
manicures and pedicures. Those days have always been our tradition, even when Stella 
was pregnant or working like crazy. She comes to Costa Rica for half the time we are 
there, with her daughter Kai, who is 12. 

 Yesterday, Jamie was reading a magazine in one of the horrible chairs next to my 
bed. I was happy to have some company on what would usually be a lonely Monday. 
People are always rushing around on Mondays. It is also the day I call my mom in 
New York. She likes to get weekly updates from me now, even though she has never 
before shown interest in my life. We hadn’t talked for almost five years when I called 
her two months ago to tell her I had melanoma, and that it was not the kind you just 
get removed and then go back to regular life. I waited too long, and ignored the early 
signs. I hadn’t worn sunscreen since I was 14, the last summer I went to Martha’s Vine-
yard with my parents. My mom and dad loved Martha’s Vineyard almost as much as 
I love Costa Rica. They went every year to the same house and had clam bakes with 
the same people and went to the same beaches. Everyone there was the same to me, 
blonde with a pastel shirt and khakis, or a white shirt and pastel pants. They would 
say, “Allegra, please at least try to fit in,” when I came downstairs in a lifeguard sweat-
shirt and athletic shorts, referring to the closet of Lilly Pulitzer and J. Crew that sat un-
worn upstairs. I had a hard time connecting with my parents, and they had a hard time 
letting me express myself. Now it is too late to revive our relationship, but it is obvi-
ous that, between the Monday phone calls and offers of money, they are trying. I don’t 
want their money, even though I need it. I promised myself years ago that I would 
never prove them right by asking for money, money that they had always urged me to 
dedicate my life to earning so I could have what they considered a “good life.” I want-
ed to show that I could have a good life without money and summers on Martha’s 
Vineyard. But I also can’t bankrupt my friends and those I consider family, Jamie and 
Stella.

Jamie was holding my hand yesterday when Dr. Roberts came in. He seemed more 
serious than usual as he sat down near my bed.

“When you were admitted to this hospital, it was very clear that early detection 
would have been key to stopping the cancer from spreading to your bones,” Dr. Rob-
erts started. “We tried experimental drugs and a few surgeries. We have remained 
optimistic, haven’t we?” 

“Yes, always optimistic,” I said, nodding my head.
“Well, yesterday we got some test results back from the lab, and your prognosis is no 

longer something we can remain optimistic about,” Dr. Roberts explained.
“What do you mean?” Jamie interjected, sounding panicked.
I raised Jamie’s hands to my face, breathing in the smell of wood and wax, beginning 

to shake. Dr. Roberts said, “Allegra, you have six months or less to live.”

Dr. Roberts explained my end of life care options as I began to cry. It had all started 
with a mole. I tried to ignore it at first, but soon after I pointed it out to Jamie, the 
signs were obvious. As it grew in size over our first few weeks in Costa Rica, it became 
nasty, not like any mole I’d had before. The border of it became ragged and the colors 
darkened and faded in different parts. We decided to forget about it. “I’ll just get it 
removed at the end of the summer,” I repeated in my head. But when the end of the 
summer came, I began to feel weak and sick, and had a pain in my leg every time I 
walked. By the time I got the mole checked out, sent straight from the dermatologist’s 
office to the oncology ward, everyone knew it was too late. I guess it was just a waiting 
game until the speculations were cleared and everyone gave up.

“These options may be very expensive without insurance,” Dr. Roberts warned. My 
thoughts again went to my parents. How would I tell them, and then how would I ask? 

Hospice care, a term I had never heard in relation to anyone other than old grannies, 
was brought up multiple times, but I was zoned out. All I could think about was Costa 
Rica, what I would give to be back there, an arm and a leg at least. I needed to be back 
in the sun, eating the food, smelling the salty air. I needed to be walking down the 
beach, pulling off my soaking rash guard after hours of waiting for the perfect wave, 
or even just laying in a hammock reading a book. I couldn’t die because I had so much 
left to do. 

 I met Jamie while working as a barista to save up and surf. I wasn’t sure where 
I was going but I had a car, and like always, a scary small amount of money to get 
me there. He sat and talked to me while I made coffee for other customers, revealing 
that he made wooden surfboards for a living and spent half the year surfing. Totally 
entranced by his deep brown eyes and tanned skin, I told him that I was planning on 
going surfing in Central America until I ran out of money. I also, rather sheepishly, let 
him know that I had no idea where I was going and that I could always use tips. He 
gazed at me for a moment, and chuckled to himself.

“I know this is crazy, but you could always just come with me,” he said.
“Let’s do it,” I joked and then didn’t think much of it. We continued talking and 

when he got up to leave, I gave him the number at the apartment Stella and I were 
renting. Little did I know that he would call me a few days later and after a few dates, 
I would be in love and jumping in the car to join him on our first adventure. I had a lot 
of fun that first summer but I was homesick for Stella and two year old Kai, so the next 
year, they came too.

Kai was the result of a failed college romance, and the cause of a failed college career. 
Before I went into the hospital I would babysit her every afternoon after school for an 
hour. Now I only see her when she comes for a few hours on Tuesdays and tags along 
when Stella comes by, but I look forward to her visits on Tuesday’s more than anyone 
else’s. Kai shows me her schoolwork or we draw together. We sometimes go on walks 
through the halls of the hospital, and when I’m feeling tired she pushes me in a wheel-
chair until it feels like there is a hint of wind in my hair:  the closest I have been to 
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flying since the last time I surfed. My eyes are always closed by the time a nurse comes 
to stop us, and we are laughing too hard to be angry. After I wake up from my early 
afternoon nap, I wait for her anxiously.

 “Leggy? Leggyyy, c’mon.” I wake to little Kai standing next to my bed still wear-
ing her backpack and holding a trifold that was bigger than her.

 “Hey, honey. I’m so happy to see you! How was school? I’ve been so bored wait-
ing for you,” I said, holding out my hand to touch her arm. I can’t help but notice my 
hand: strikingly pale next to her arm.

 “Oh it was good.” She murmurs, which is odd because she usually rambles on 
about her 7th grade antics.

 I prod a little, “What’s on the poster, Kai? It looks so professional!” Kai slaves 
over every piece of work she turns in. She always makes sure her art is prominent and 
neat, and the work correct and thorough. Whatever was on the poster was either work 
she wasn’t proud of, or something Stella asked her not to show me. Stella has become 
very concerned about protecting my feelings. She does this by never bringing up 
things that she thinks may upset me. 

 “We had to make a presentation on a relatively recent law passed in Oregon.” 
She says, eyes wandering to the angel orchids on the windowsill. 

 Genuinely interested in the project now, not only because I love Kai but because 
I was bored to tears in the hospital, I inquire more until she unfolds the poster and I 
read it for myself. 

 “Mommy wanted me not to show you. You’re going to get better and she doesn’t 
want you to be thinking about it,” Kai confesses.

 “Oh c’mon Kai, present it to me like I’m in your class and this is any other proj-
ect,” I plead. My number one priority since I’ve gotten sick has been maintaining nor-
malcy, and this isn’t normal.

 She presents with grace and mastery. I learn about the statistics, most people 
who chose so-called “Death with Dignity” and obtain a prescription were over 65 
and given six months or less to live. My concerns, like loss of autonomy and inability 
to participate in activities that make life enjoyable, are the main reason people chose 
Death with Dignity. Kai explains everything-- the procedures that have to be followed 
in order to obtain a physician’s permission and the lethal dose of medicine, including 
a specific request timeline. The request timeline helps avoid abuses by spacing out oral 
and written requests over a course of a few weeks. When she finishes I clap and con-
gratulate her while thinking back to my meeting with Dr. Roberts yesterday and how 
he mentioned that assisted suicide is legal in Oregon. For the rest of her visit I am dis-
tracted while we color the beaches and fish that we trade at the end of each Tuesday. 
I can’t stop thinking about the news I received yesterday and what Kai taught me. As 
much as I feel like it is wrong to hinder my death, it also feels wrong to suffer until I 
succumb to the cancer. The more I thought about it, the more Death with Dignity made 
sense to me. I could live life to my maximum capacity until I chose to end my life, even 

going to Costa Rica one last time or seeing the parts of Portland again that I love. Get-
ting out of this hospital, with its chemical smells and sterile presence, was inevitable. 
How I get out is up to me. Going into hospice, which would be similar to the hospital, 
including the horrible disinfectant smell, isn’t my only option.

 Stella and Jamie walk into my room together, each kissing me on the head and 
then hugging Kai. Stella hands Kai a five to buy a snack from the vending machine and 
shoos her out of the room. Then she turns to me, looking as serious as the day she told 
me she was pregnant.

 “Jamie told me on the way over. I’m so sad, Leggy,” her eyes already brimming 
with tears.

 After 14 years of being best friends, we’ve each been conditioned into crying 
when the other does, so it wasn’t long until I welled up so much that Stella was blurry. 
I couldn’t let myself cry now, or I could never get out the words I needed to say.

 “I’m sad, too,” I croak. I know I have to tell Jamie and Stella about my decision 
now, no matter what they may feel. Jamie will be supportive I am sure. He has always 
been quiet and let me do my own thing. I’m not sure how Stella will react, she some-
times surprises me by being there for me. Other times, she has disagreed strongly with 
my decisions, as I have with hers. I beckon for them to come closer and sit down. As 
they sat down they each reached for one of my hands. 

 “You both are my best friends, the ones I love most in the world, and I have 
spent a lot of my life striving to make both of you as happy as possible,” I started. 
“And I feel like there is no way to make you guys happy when making this decision. I 
don’t want to go into hospice care because I would be subject to a drawn out and pain-
ful death while sitting in a facility filled with people like me, it would be expensive and 
probably hard for you guys and Kai to deal with. I won’t even have to ask my parents 
for any money. I still have six months and if I take the right medicines I can ignore the 
pain and still have enough time to do what I want. We could even go to Costa Rica one 
last time! I don’t want to be unable to do the things I love and be with the people I love 
ever.” 

 I look up at them and notice they both had tears running down their face and 
Stella looked angry.

 “Kai showed you the poster,” was all she said, seemingly knowing what I was 
about to say. She left the room without another word, leaving Jamie looking confused. 

 “What was on the poster? What’s going on?” he asked, his brown eyes looking 
up into mine, hopeless and confused.

 “I’m requesting a lethal dose of medication. Kai told me about the law, and Dr. 
Roberts mentioned it yesterday.”

 From outside I hear Stella yelling at Kai.
 “I told you not to tell her about the poster,” she shriek, “She’s going to do it, Kai. 

How could you do this?”
 Kai’s sobs, though muffled, are still audible as she yells back, “Mommy, I didn’t 
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mean to. I don’t want her to do it! I don’t want Leggy to die.”
 Stella has never yelled at Kai. I can’t believe what I have done. I picture little 

Kai’s face, twisted into a sob. It is all my fault. My decision isn’t meant to hurt the 
people I love most, and now that I see what I am doing, I feel doubtful. I thought this 
would help us stay together as happily and seamlessly as possible. Now I feel like I 
have been jolted from a dream, back to a horrible reality.

 I hear Stella and Kai stomping through the hallway and out of earshot, and after 
what feels like forever, Jamie finally speaks.

 “Stella is angry,” Jamie says slowly, thinking it over. “This isn’t her decision, or 
mine. What has always made me love you is that you never let the hard times get you 
down, and you don’t live your life based on other people. I’m sure that is why Stella 
loves you so much as well, and she will get over it. When Stella first told you she was 
keeping Kai, you were angry also, weren’t you? But you knew she needed your sup-
port and that she wasn’t changing her decision on account of you, so you forgot about 
that anger. Hopefully she will remember that, and be able to support you and have a 
really fun time with us as we adventure further.  We both want you to be as happy as 
possible, and anger is not the way to make you happy in the last months of your life.”

 Jamie and I spend hours that night planning fun activities and watching TV. 
Having something to distract me from Stella’s reaction helps reassure me of my deci-
sion.  At around 10:30, Jamie’s phone vibrates and he reads a text. I ask him to read it 
to me, desperate to reach the outside world.

 “It’s from Stella. ‘Tell Allegra that I am picking her up at 9:00 am for a girl’s day,’ 
and a bunch of pink fingernail emojis” he read, looking relieved that Stella had accept-
ed my decision so quickly.

 We hadn’t gone on a nail polish trip in almost a year, and hadn’t worn nail pol-
ish in weeks. That night, I fall asleep excited for the next day and what was to come, 
a sensation I hadn’t had in a while. Reassurance that my reality holds more than four 
walls and my angel orchids, but a whole world I have yet to conquer in the coming six 
months.
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Katrina Cheng
Academy at Palumbo 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
10th Grade

You Should 
Never Date a 
Cancer

Don’t be tricked, it’s all an act! 
(If you ever read this story, you’ll just want to jump out of the window after you fin-

ish it, especially if you have a crush on a Cancer girl or if you have a Cancer girlfriend.) 
You should never date a Cancer! I am an Aries, and I have been living with a Cancer 
for almost 20 years. If you’re somebody that likes girls who are actually clean, someone 
who’s pretty, nice, smart, or any other features that you look for in a girl…then I’m 
pretty sure that these kind of girls are definitely not the kind of girl you would want to 
date. Why? Because it’s not worth it, and I’m scared that you’ll get stupid along with 
her if I don’t stop you now! 

Female Cancers don’t understand the world. They live in their own world. When 
you talk to them, you need to wait somewhere from 10 to 15 minutes until they reply. 
Every time. If the sky was about to fall, they’d move slow as a turtle (or maybe even 
slower) before suddenly moving really quick. Last time I had a mosquito bite, I ac-
cidentally touched this female Cancer’s hand with my arm. It was silent for about a 
minute when she suddenly shivered and screamed. I was shocked and annoyed by the 
voice. I wanted to punch her. I asked her why she was screaming, while her face got 
all red and wrinkly. She said something about getting infected and needing a needle to 
get the poison out. IT’S JUST A MOSQUITO BITE! WHY ARE YOU SO SCARED THAT 
YOU’RE GONNA DIE JUST FROM A LITTLE BITE?!

Cancers are all two faced. They act nice and kind outside; but, when they’re at home, 
they get crazy, especially in the way they laugh. This Cancer’s posture always makes 
me irritated. When she laughs, she’s no different than a monkey, she would have her 
rear end up and her body leaned forward as she starts jumping. When she cracks up, 
she would cover her mouth because she knows that she has those mucky teeth (I don’t 
know why, but she reminds me of a frog). When she runs, her mom says that she runs 
slower than her grandmom. Her feet face outward and her hands dangle; but, that’s 
only when she at home. When she’s outside, she acts like she’s normal (even though 
we all know that she’s not). 

She has this daily routine she needs to do. First, she fixes her glasses. Then, she 
touches her hair. And after that, she wipes her nose. At night when she goes to sleep, 
she would have this “before I go to sleep” routine. Sometimes when she hears some-
body coming upstairs, she would quickly turn off the lights and run to her bed. 
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I would always be like, “Yeah, nice act.”
Then she would say, “Thanks.” 
She says a lot of words, but I have no clue of what she’s trying to say. That happens 

almost daily. Wait, no. It does happen every day, and each time, I tell her mom that 
and sometimes I have this I-don’t-like-you face on, and she would silently curse me. 
I never argue with her because I refuse to argue with someone like her. I just want to 
throw up when I see the dull gaze in her eyes. 

Special note: Yes, this is for you: the one of a kind Leo who’s dating that one of a 
kind Cancer.
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Kate Acito
Scotch Plains Fanwood High School
Scotch Plains, New Jersey
11th Grade

I took a seat at the counter and waited for the waitress to come over. This diner 
wasn’t exactly the most desirable place to be, but the gurgles in my stomach told me 
otherwise. I gazed around the tiny space, noticing the unsightly details. This diner was 
a rusted time capsule from the 50’s. The tiled floors formed a black and white check-
ered pattern, and you could practically see the layer of dirt gracing itself along the tiles. 
As my sight traveled across the space, I noticed a classic picture of Elvis Presley in full 
hip thrusting stance. The image was bordered with a slightly cracked wooden frame 
and the whole picture was hanging completely crooked. 

My observations were momentarily disrupted when my waitress came into view. 
She slumped her way over to my seat at the counter, and introduced herself as 
Blanche. She must have been about 60 years old, and her hair resembled that of a bee’s 
hive. Her overall stature was almost comical for me. I had to refrain from laughing 
when I realized she was like the human version of a basset hound. Her eyes drooped 
lower than the valleys of the Grand Canyon, and her unfriendly smile was as crooked 
as that hanging picture of Elvis. It seemed like Blanche had been behind that counter 
for her whole life. I almost felt sorry for her.

Blanche sloppily reached over the space and handed me a menu. The old lamented 
paper had yellowed and warped, and seemed to age in my hands. This diner was cer-
tainly small, so it’s understandable that there weren’t many options to choose from. I 
decided to play it safe and get scrambled eggs, with toast and a glass of water. Patient-
ly I waited on my squeaky stool for Blanche to slump back over to me. When my order 
was finally placed I felt a sense of relief and excitement. I was hungrier than a scaveng-
ing mouse. All I could think about was eating. The emptiness in my stomach greatened 
by the minute, and I couldn’t wait to finally get something in my system. 

After what seemed like years, Blanche walked through the swinging doors of the 
kitchen with my order. Saliva filled my mouth and my taste buds yearned for the dish 
that was now in front of me. Without hesitation I grabbed my utensils and started to 
cut through my eggs. Shockingly, they didn’t look half bad which is saying a lot con-
sidering the current status of this dingy diner. I was just about to bring the eggs to my 
mouth, when suddenly the doors behind me flew open. Cold air scurried up my back, 
and instantly my head snapped around. A herd of police men all I uniforms, flooded 
the small space that was Moe’s Café. 

“Nobody move! Hands up wear I can see them!” One officer screeched. I couldn’t 

Moe’s Cafe
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help but notice the crazy amount of spit that flew off his lips with his demands. I sat 
motionless with my hands raised, as I watched the scene unfold. Bulky men scrambled 
about the room checking corners and securing the premise. I was absolutely unsure of 
what was going on, but I was aware that this chaotic raid was interrupting my moment 
of food ecstasy. I took a quick glance down at my plate. So close, yet so far. The food 
on my plate sat there, taunting me. I wanted a bite so badly, but I has no choice but to 
sit in agony.

My eyes followed what I assumed to be the chief. He frantically gave instructions to 
his squad. Each demand was sterner than the previous. Without a word he waved a 
hand signal to his men, motioning to the doors that led to the kitchen. Once all of his 
men were in line, the chief karate kicked his leg through the door and rushed in. All of 
his men followed after him, like sand rushing into the bottom of an hourglass. I turned 
my body so I could survey the other people who accompanied me in the diner. The 
population consisted of two trucker-type scraggly men, a waitress counting tips at a 
booth, and Blanche standing up with a rag in her hand from wiping off a table. All of 
us kept our hands straight up in the air, and all of us stayed motionless in our place.  

“Let go of me! I’m innocent!” I could hear the owner, Moe’s, voice as he pleaded 
past the swinging doors. My particular position in the room prevented me from seeing 
the scene unfold, but it was clear Moe was in trouble and he wasn’t getting out of it. 
It didn’t take long for Moe to come out. He was kicking his legs and roughly resisting 
the two officers that were containing him. He looked like a child having a meltdown, 
and the two officers were his parents taking control of the situation.  The chief soon led 
them out the doors. Moe was locked up in a shiny pair of handcuffs, which was a nice 
contrast to his greasy wrists. Before I knew it, Moe was heading into the backseat of a 
cop car.

I was soon asked to leave the premises because the place was under investigation. 
However, there was no way I was about to leave my food behind. Quickly I shoveled 
the food into my mouth. I doubt that anything was remotely digested properly, but 
I was in dire need of tending to my famine. As I cleaned my plate, a few officers ap-
proached me. They were all concerned with me leaving so the investigation could be 
conducted properly. I’ve always been respectable towards the law, but at that moment 
their words didn’t phase me. By the time I finished, my plate was barren. I scurried to 
get my jacket and wallet, and left more than enough money on the counter. I knew I 
wanted to give a generous tip for the poor soul, which was Blanche. Honestly, if she 
was working with such crime and chaos that I had just witnessed, then she deserved a 
fairly good tip. 

Before I walked out of the scene, I looked back to see Blanche pick up the money I 
had left. She looked up only for a moment, but I gave the old basset hound-eyed wom-
an one last knowing head nod before finally leaving.
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Big Bad Riding Hood 
& 

the Little Good Wolf

Victoria Krylova
Homeschool
Greenville, Tennessee
8th Grade

So there I was. My stomach rumbled and ripples of hunger vibrated up my throat. 
Sweat cascaded down my back like a waterfall. My shirt was drenched as if I had just 
drowned in a pond. Rays of sunlight danced around the door as sparks of fire. Not 
even a tiny breeze relieved my pain. I knocked.

 I guess I better introduce myself. My name is The Big, Bad Wolf. At least that is 
what they call me in the storybooks, and that is what most people believe. But I am not 
very big at all. I’m going to be 20 next week, and twenty isn’t very old, and I’m not fat. 
I’m more on the thin and short side. And I’m definitely not a bad little wolf. I am kind, 
generous, and merciful, while Red Riding Hood is the one who’s bad. She is very mean 
and selfish, never having any mercy on a poor little wolf like me.

 Speaking of Red Riding Hood, let me get back to the story. I was standing in 
front of her house, knocking on the door. I know this is not at all what the storybooks 
say I was doing, but they seriously got the story wrong. I wasn’t at all trying to eat Red 
Riding Hood. I just wanted to steal her best hat for my dinner party and maybe just 
nibble on her a bit. I had barely knocked on the door a few hundred times when it flew 
open.

 I stepped in and headed to the closet for what was soon to be my hat. But some-
thing went wrong, because the next thing I knew, I was lying sprawled on the floor 
with a thousand bruises over me, trying to pull a bare foot out of my ear. It was Red 
Riding Hood. Now she stood over me with a victorious smile pasted on her face. This 
expression trigged my anger (and my hunger) quite a bit so I decided to forget about 
the hat and have Red Riding Hood’s Grandma for a snack. I rushed at RRH’sG, but 
RRH stopped me again. RRH’sG poked me with her walking stick. I flexed my claws 
and launched at her but fell down. She poked and poked me all the way out of the 
house and locked the door.

 I sighed. This was terrible! What had happened to my balance and my strength? 
I could barely walk. Oh, of course! My shoes! I had borrowed my sister’s high heels for 
the dinner party, because I needed shoes in order to be a well-respected guest at the 
party, and something had happened to mine (probably Red Riding Hood ate them).

 Anyway, this incident disturbed me so much, that I decided to quit the party and 
schedule an emergency appointment with my therapist instead. So I hobbled all the 
way to his office, and, as usual, tripped over the doorway. I looked all around, expect-
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ing to see an old lady’s foot in my ribs. But didn’t see one. I had tripped over my own 
feet again. (Those high heels are messing up my life!) I crawled into the office.

 Now, my therapist is a bald young man with glasses. His collar is always so 
starched, I don’t think he can move his neck. (I’ve never seen him move his neck, so 
I bet he can’t.) I don’t like such sophisticated people, but I still choose him to be my 
therapist. His office is filled with certificates that have “Best Therapist of 2001” and 
“Best Therapist in WolfRidingHoodville” written on them. Also, his name is “Profes-
sor Therapist”, and he is said to have graduated from Harvard University with “flying 
kites”. Or is it “flying colors”? I don’t know.

 Professor Therapist sat stiffly behind his desk. He only raised his eyes to look at 
me. (I told you he can’t move his neck.) “Sit down, please,” he said in a deep voice.

 I groaned inside. Each time I come for a visit, he makes me sit on one of those 
backless chairs that slope down like a slide. You have to constantly push with your 
legs, else you’ll end up on the floor. Oh, well. I’ll have to make it.

 I told him all about that mean Red Riding Hood and her grandma. He reminded 
me sternly that he was tired of my and RRH’s relationship never working out. “What 
would you have done if you were Red Riding Hood?” he said. “Put yourself in her 
shoes.”

 I was in a rather bad mood when I staggered home. Walking on those high heels 
seemed like tight roping across Niagara Falls, and sitting on that slide for an hour had 
turned my legs into a pair of ragged curtains. Which didn’t help at all. I tried walking 
home but fell every two seconds. So I crawled home on my hands and knees. Fortu-
nately, I later had to spend only a couple of centuries in the bathroom pouring gallons 
of rubbing alcohol on myself and massaging my poor legs.

 Although I was angry and annoyed - at both my therapist and the high heels – 
I decided to take Professor Therapist’s advice. After all, he had a Master’s degree in 
Therapistology. Or is it therapology? Of course, I didn’t understand the first part of his 
advice at all - that was probably some kind of therapist-talk - but I did understand the 
second part. “Put yourself in Red Riding Hood’s shoes.” I could do that.

 So the next day, I put on the shortest shorts I could find in my closet. I returned 
the high heels back to my sister. I yelled at her quite a bit and showed her every single 
bruise on my legs. Why had she even let me borrow her high heels? Oh, well. Then I 
waited for Red Riding Hood to leave to the outdoor pool; she does that every day in 
summer. Finally, she appeared in her sparkly bathing suit. I leaped out from behind 
a garbage truck, relieved to finally have a breath of fresh air. I sneaked into her house 
and stole her pretty red Mary Janes. They were three times smaller than my feet, but I 
was determined to obey the therapist. I used up all my strength pulling them on.  And, 
I think my

feet felt a little pinched.
 Or maybe a lot pinched. Because that day I ended up once again sliding down 

Professor Therapist’s slide, working my legs into rags. I yelled at him long and hard. 
His advice had been terrible. Professor Therapist just sat there. Evidently, he was 
speechless at my wisdom. It really doesn’t take a terribly wise person (I mean wolf), 
to realize that it is not a good idea to wear shoes that are three times too small. Now I 
have a thousand foot diseases. Achille’s foot, Athlete’s career, foototosis, and what-not 
else.

 I think I’ll have to spend the rest of my life going to foot doctors and trying to 
find cures. “Big Bad Red Riding Hood,” I thought, “Uneducated, foolish therapist.”

 “Good, little me.”
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SPECIAL FEATURE

In October of last year I renewed my acquaintanceship with Lois Ruby. It was at the 
annual Literature Festival in Lawrence, Kansas, an event produced by The Writing 
Conference, inc. If you’ve never been, then you should you go—you meet the most 
remarkable people there--people like Lois Ruby, who has graciously contributed this 
interview to this issue of The Writers’ Slate.

As a reader, there are three things I love about Lois Ruby.
I love the humanity she brings to her adolescent characters. I want her characters to 

grow up, become adults and fulfill the promise for potential that they demonstrate in 
her stories. As a reader, I want to see them do this. If the mark of a good book is that 
you don’t want it to end, that you want it continue to share characters and stories with 
you, then she writes good books.

I love the historical and other research that resonates in her work. I know I’m odd 
because I actually like to read research papers. The best ones, I find, are entertaining, 
informative and lively. Her research brings events, people and settings to life in a man-
ner both memorable and important. Furthermore, her writing is infused with her re-
gard and respect for her subject, somehow—it seems to me--elevating it.

I love the way she presents ideas and times that seem to be incapable of reconcilia-
tion, creating chronological collisions between then and now, for example. And, then, 
seeing how she skillfully reconciles biographical or cultural or ideological or political 
or religious conflicts is to provide occasion for savoring an aesthetic appreciation for 
her literary art.

As an editor, there are three things I love about Lois Ruby.
I love the humanity she shares. She is a real human with family who need her; she 

has a schedule that is busy; she needs to be reminded when she’s forgotten something. 
But her messages, in their turn, remind me that writers are real, that I can’t edit a jour-
nal without working with people.

I love her accessibility and I note that you, too, have access to her. You can go to lois-
ruby.com where she invites you to email her, the same as I did.

Finally, I love the way she took my proposed questions and interwove them with 
her answers so that her words can appeal to each of our levels of writers:  elementary, 
middle and high school.

Through her words, elementary school writers can look ahead to their writing life 
beyond the fifth grade; with her words, middle school writers can recall their earlier 
writing life while anticipating a more mature writing stage; because of her words, high 
school writers can remember where they’ve been and appreciate where they are.

All through her interview there is what I love best for our journal and our writers:  a 
matter-of-course assumption that writers at all three levels share her pathway, a path-
way that is a writer’s education, a writer’s journey, a writer’s life.

John Franklin
Editor

http://www.loisruby.com
http://www.loisruby.com
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An Interview 
with Lois Ruby

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Which books did you read in elementary school?
We didn’t have a lot of books in my home, and reading wasn’t encouraged. I had a 

few books, one of which was Black Beauty, but when I was in third grade, there was a 
girl in my class who had some sort of awful illness, and our teacher asked each of us 
to give her something we treasured to keep her occupied while she was bed-bound. I 
gave her my Black Beauty, which pained me terribly. I sure hope she loved it, because I 
really missed it! The only other children’s books I can remember reading were Nancy 
Drew and Bobbsey Twins books that I shared with girl friends. I know for sure that I 
didn’t read quality children’s books, which leads me directly to the next question.

How did librarians and teachers influence your choice of reading subjects?
Keep in mind that I’m older than the frozen tundra. We didn’t have good school 

libraries or librarians, and recreational reading wasn’t a big thing in school. We read 
for content, not for fun. I’m so glad that’s changed over the years. However, since I 
was an only-child, reading became my biggest source of entertainment and compan-
ionship despite all the above obstacles. So, at the age of nine I began walking 12 blocks 
to the nearest public library every Saturday. The first time I walked into this beautiful, 
intimidating old Carnegie library (in San Francisco), there wasn’t another soul in the 
building except a librarian who looked very severe and scary. She sat behind a desk on 
a raised platform with a grimace on her face. Behind her was a sign, with one arrow 
pointing to Children’s Reading Room, and one pointing to the Adult Reading Room. I 
quickly surmised that I’d have to pass right by her if I went to the Children’s Reading 
Room. Being no fool, I went the other way and ended up in the Adult Reading Room, 
because I sensed that she didn’t approve of my being in “her” library, interrupting her 
peace. Boy, was I wrong! That old bitty allowed me to check out anything I wanted, 
as many books as I wanted, without question or disapproval, and so I began read-
ing adult novels from then on. In retrospect, I think it’s because of her that I became a 
librarian, seizing the gift of empowering all children to read whatever they want and 
need to read.
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How did librarians and teachers influence your choice of writing subjects?
Again, free or creative writing wasn’t something done in schools way back when. 

We wrote book reports on assigned and dull books, papers on subjects we researched, 
and that’s about all. No stories, no poems, no plays -- all exposition. I enjoyed doing 
the research, and I wrote good stuff, really, but my handwriting was atrocious. Once, 
in fifth grade, we were preparing for Parents’ Night, and our teacher wanted us to put 
our best work up on display. You won’t believe this: she took my report on Indian 
daily life (we used the term Indian, not Native American then), and gave it to a girl to 
re-write MY words in her beautiful handwriting, and that’s what went up on the wall! 
So I guess this question and the one before indicate that I was a self-starter in reading 
and writing, and it’s pretty amazing that I learned to love both.

Are there any books that you read that you wish students would still read?
I realize this answer is a bit out of order, but the truth is I was introduced to good 

children’s literature when I was a freshman in college. I had a friend who was appalled 
that I hadn’t read the classics and insisted that I read Winnie the Pooh and Charlotte’s 
Web immediately. Well, I was hooked. I adored those books and believe they hold up 
well all these many years later. The adult reading I did at age 9 and 10 has stayed with 
me also, including Gone With the Wind and all the novels of James Hilton and Lloyd C. 
Douglas. One novel, by Margaret Alexander Walker, called Jubilee, is a very different 
view of the Civil War era from the point of view of enslaved people, not slave holders, 
and it’s haunted me ever since and has definitely influenced the subjects and themes I 
choose to write about. I’d recommend all those books to thinking young readers today, 
but also the Nancy Drew books and others of that ilk, because what matters is not what 
a kid reads as much as the fact that he or she is actually reading for pleasure. That’s 
how they become life-long, discerning readers and thinkers.

MIDDLE SCHOOL
What subjects were new to you in middle school?
I went to a junior high school, not a middle school. It was 7th to 9th grade, and it 

was a brand new school to me, as we’d just moved. I knew not a single person in the 
school, and I was one of the very few white kids in all of 7th grade. So, the first day I 
get my schedule, it it says “Social Studies.” Wow, I’m thinking, I’m going to learn some 
social skills, maybe learn how to talk to boys. What a disappointment to find out that 
the class was about history and geography! My social studies teacher was Mr. Katuna, 
which I thought was a hilarious name, but he made history so interesting that I believe, 
in retrospect, that it influenced me to write historical fiction many years later. I didn’t 
get a foreign language until high school (when I devoured Latin and French and Span-
ish with gusto), so I can’t say I had any startling new subjects other than Mr. Katuna’s.

What books did you read in middle school?

As for reading that enthralled me, I continued swallowing whole adult novels for 
pleasure. The novels we were “forced” to read in school were deadly: The House of 
Seven Gables (they should have given us The Scarlet Letter, a much more accessible and 
interesting novel). Also, Silas Marner and, Ethan Frome. See? Deadly stuff. But for fun, I 
was reading The Grapes of Wrath and every other Steinbeck I could get my hands on.

What kind of writing did you do?
As for writing in junior high, again, nothing creative, but lots of exposition.

HIGH SCHOOL
How did high school affect your career decisions? What subjects, books or epipha-

nies influenced these decisions?
The world really began to open up to me in high school. For the first time, I felt intel-

lectually challenged. My San Francisco high school was a college-track school where 
excellent teachers opened our minds to breath-taking possibilities, and these were the 
adults that encouraged me to think beyond my own skin. I loved civics, which inspired 
my life-long interest in the Constitution and First Amendment issues so predominant 
in my writing. I loved biology, dissecting animals to learn their interiors and functions, 
and all sorts of medical subjects, even to the extent of reading a paperback called Un-
derstanding Surgery, which I still have, in tatters, today. So, I thought I was going to be 
a doctor -- until I got into a chemistry class and knew I was out of my league. Words 
were my medium, not numbers and equations. That was clear when I realized that 
memorizing the Periodic Table of Elements (those fascinating symbols and delicious 
Latinate syllables!) became far more interesting to me than combining the actual ele-
ments into ho-hum combinations. 

Who were adults who were friendly and encouraging or otherwise influential in a 
beneficial way?

Two teachers from my high school years stand out forever. One, Mr. Minkowitz, 
taught a class in art history. Only art students took his class, but I stumbled into it. We 
were often asked to analyze classic paintings. The first few times, Mr. M. gave me very 
low grades on my work and called me in to discuss my skewed analyses. When he 
learned that I wasn’t an artist, like the rest of my classmates, and that I was interpret-
ing the content of paintings rather than the form, he understood and generously en-
couraged me to continue approaching art this way. He gave me permission to be a free, 
independent thinker. What an invaluable gift that was! The other teacher, Miss Garin, 
heartlessly forced us to write a five-paragraph, 500-word essay every single day, on a 
subject of her choosing. It was pure torture! But oh, man, did it teach us to think and 
write clearly, concisely, under pressure. This skill has served me well throughout my 
career (though I guess I’m not very concise in these responses!)
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Who was in your community; who were your teenage friends; and, what kind of 
writing did you do?

I had a small circle of friends who were readers and good students, but we were 
certainly not in the popular circle. In fact, to comfort us in our social backwardness, I 
began writing satire and humor for my friends to share, about the popular kids whose 
lives we thought were so vacuous -- but whose lives we, of course, envied ferociously. 
One such piece was actually published in Teen Magazine, and the repercussions were 
horrendous. But that’s a story for another time.

HUSBAND
Could you introduce your husband to the readers of The Writers’ Slate?
I’m so fortunate to have a wonderful husband, who’s put up with me for 49 years 

and counting. We met the first day of college at the Berkeley campus of the University 
of California. Five years later we were married, and I worked while he went to gradu-
ate school until we started having babies at an alarming rate (3 in 4 1/2 years). Tom 
is a partner in the full sense of the word. He’s wholeheartedly supportive of my work 
as a writer, listens to my frustrations endlessly, and gives me the space and time to 
go off by myself for four or five days of intensive writing to finish projects. He’s is an 
excellent clinical psychologist, recently retired from private practice. So, he has more 
time to accompany me in my travels to visit literature festivals and schools. Within the 
past three years, I’ve had the incredible opportunity visit scores of schools in Georgia, 
where my book, Steal Away Home, is used in the Civil War curriculum. Tom has trav-
eled with me and driven thousands of miles of rich Georgia landscape, not to mention 
thousands of miles throughout Kansas for my work. But his devotion isn’t limited to 
domestic travel. When I get a bug in my ear that I want to research something abroad, 
we do! For example, we made two trips to China to gather what I needed to write my 
book, Shanghai Shadows. He’s patient and supportive, both emotionally and financially. 
I couldn’t do the work I do without him, period. Oh, and he’s a darn good father and 
grandfather.

I’m a most lucky woman to have him in my corner and to have work that brings me 
joy and immense satisfaction. Thanks for asking!
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